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Our tabs
are worth a
bundle.

Right now, you could be
building up your own small
fortune with our "Tab Ter-
rific" Program. Just by saving
Sylvania receiving tube ad-
dress tabs, you're eligible for
any of the 300 awards in our
catalog.

It's easy to save up -
especially with the 10
tab bonus for every
Sylvania color picture
tube you purchase. Be-
fore you know it, you'll
be cashing your tabs in for
everything from telescopes
to teapots. Chain saws to
clocks. And fishing rods to foot-
balls.

To get in on the goodies, pick up the
"Tab Terrific" catalog from your local
Sylvania distributor. And make sure
your tabs and awards order form are
in the mail before midnight, Novem-
ber 30,1978.

When you get your awards, we
can't promise you'll suddenly be
worth a bundle. But you'll sure en-
joy having your arms full.

SYLVANIA
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OPTIMA VALUE SALE
G.E., SYLVANIA, ZENITH, RCA

75% Ott List New Jobber -Boxed Tubes
0 3A3 5 for $ 8.06 0 6HV5 5 for $17.75
0 68K4 5 for $14.95 061E6 5 for $16.75
06C13 5 for $ 7.50 0 6LB6 5 for $16.13
06F07 5 for $ 6.06 0 6LF6 5 for $16.00
0 6GF7 5 for $10.63 0 17128 5 for $ 8.50
0 6GH8 5 for $ 6.31 0381E7 5 for $14.69

'All Tubes Not Advertised write in at 75% off List.
Sleeves Only. Singles at 72% off list.

100 TUBES SAME NO. AMERICAN ONLY 77;^,. OFF LIST
TRANSISTORS, EQUIVALENT UP TO 90% OFF LIST

Minimum 20 per number
SK ECG SK ECG

0 3020 130 ... ea. $ .60 0 3021 124 .... ea. 5.45
0 3054 196 ... ea. $ .45 0 2SC1226A 186 ea. 5.45
0 3083 197 ... ea. $ .45 El 2SD235 152 .. ea. $.45
0 3079 162 . . . ea. $1.00 0 2N3055 130 .. ea. $.49

ORIGINAL JAPANESE TRANSISTORS & I.C.
MINIMUM 5

0 TA7204 $2.00 0 2SC2098 $2.00
0 TA7205 $2.00 0 2SC1307 $2.00
0 UPC1020P $2.00 0 2SC1306 $2.00
0 UPC1025P $2.00 0121-821 Zen. $1.50
0 2SC1172 $2.75 0 195A Syl. $1.50
0 2SC643A $2.50 0 2SC511 $2.00

[ 0 AN214 $2.00 0 BA521 $2.00
0 AN247 $2.25 0 SG613 Sony $4.50

0 2SC867A Sony . $3.95
MINIMUM 100

0 2SD235 Toshiba
SK3114 ECG159 Mot

0 213694
0 2N3644
 SK3054 ECG184 Sub
 SK3083 ECG197 Sub
 SK3021 ECG124 Sub

$ 39
$ 15
$ 15

15

$ 39
$ 39
$ 39

MINIMUM 50
0 TA7204 0 TA7205 $1.50
0 UPC1025H $1.50

I.C.'S EQUIVALENT TO ECG
$1.00 each, Minimum 5 of a number

0 708 0 709 0 710 0 712 E 713 X714
718 0 719 0 722 0 723  725 0 731

0 740 0 743 0 748 0 780 0 783 0 788
0 790 0 791 0 793 0 912 0 9230 0 703

YOKES
0Y88 0 Y130 0 Y94 0Y105

0952779 ea r
0 Y153 0 DY99AC ea. $8.95

DIODES, RECTIFIERS EQUIVALENT
0 6500 PIV Color Focus Rect. 10 for $5.95
0 2.5a 1000 PIV IR 170 100 for $9.00

B+ Boost. Rect. 20 for $6.00
 Admiral Trippler 2 for $4.95

AUDIO -CARTRIDGES -NEEDLES EQUIVALENT
MINIMUM 10

0 AST 133 $1.25$1.50 0 TN4B
 SC8H2 $1.25 0 RCA 135272 $2.00

GE LC2 $ .69 0 GE 660 $2.00
Zen. 142-166-168 $1.75 Zen. 142-167 . $1.75
0 Tetrad SN2 $1.50 0 Tetrad SN5 $1.50
ON44 ON75 01491 0015 SI '+`:

CB HARDWARE AND WIRE
0 3 ft. RG58 2PI.259 . . . $9.90 0 20 ft. .. 5 for $10.00
0 20 ft. RG58 111.259 1 -Spade Lug 5 for $8.50
0 50 ft. RG8U ... ea. $7.55 D 100 ft. $11.95
0 50 ft. RG59U incl. F Conn. ea. $1.89
0 100 Ft. Hook Up Wire 5 for $5.00
0 25 Ft. 18 Gauge Speaker Wire, Min. 20 $ 50

PL259,U.S. Min. 500 $ 28
0 M359 Elbow, Min. 50 $ 79
 M358 T, Min. 50 $ 89

MODULAR TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES
o Standard Extension Kit 25 ft. $ .99
0 Instant Jack 10 for $5.90
0 Telephone Extension Cord with Plugs $ .99
0 Telephone Handset Extension Coil Cord 15 ft.
0 Two Ft. Modular W/Female lack $1.49
0 25 Ft. Modular W/Female Jack
0 25 Ft. Module to Module $1$1.9549
0 Telephone lack in Plug

GENERAL
10 for

0 75-300 Ohm Matching Transformer 10 for $5.90
75 Ohm HybriD Solitter 2 Set

5o 6x9 inc. Whizzer r Round inc. Whizzer 4 forfr $8$6:2500
0 50 51/4 6" Speakers 8 for $10.00
0 15 ft. Haadfone Ext 5 for $5.00
019-21" Color Boosters 3 for $10.00
0 Neon Lite Testers 10 for $5.90
 30 Min. Irish 15 for $5.00
 Deluxe Lock Mts. Slide Bracket 12 for $15.00

WE NOW CARRY A FULL LINE OF SK, ECG AND ZEN.
TRANSISTORS AND MODULES AT 50% OFF LIST

DISTRIBUTOR OF 8/K EQUIPMENT
QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE

WANTED: Electronic Merchandise
WILL PAY CASH

 LETTERS OF CREDIT AND ALL CHECKS PLACED ON DEPOSIT
WITH MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST BANK, N.Y.C.

 MASTER CHARGE -MIN. 6100-C.O.D. 's 50% DEP.
 BANKAMERICARD-VISA-MIN. 5100-C.O. D's 50% DEP.
 MINIMUM ORDER $75 FOB BROOKLYN, N.Y.
 CATALOGUE $3, REFUNDABLE UPON ORDER

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
Box 372 Ryder Street Station

Brooklyn, New York 11234
Phone (212) 439-7434
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You can be sure
more times in more circuits in more places

than with any other multimeters on the market today

Each Sencore DVM is backed with 15 Megohm input impedance for
one third less circuit loading on every measurement. That means
50% higher accuracy than other DVMs.

DVM38 $395
3% DIGIT .1% DCV ACCURACY
AUTO -RANGING DVM
A "prime" standard at your fingertips for
measurements you can trust. Auto -ranging
for extended low-level range and ease of
operation. 15 Megohm input impedance
assures .1% reading accuracy is maintained
in solid state circuits. Highly sensitive, yet
fully protected to 2000 VDC overloads. Hi -
Lo Power Ohms circuit simplifies in -circuit
resistance measurements.

DVM37 New $268
3% DIGIT .1% DCV ACCURACY
PORTABLE DVM
Prime standard .1% accuracy on the bench
or in the field  for less than $250. The
DVM37 is the most accurate portable DVM
you can buy, with 15 Megohm input imped-
ance for 50% more accuracy. Includes auto-
matic features-Auto Zero, Polarity, Deci-
mal, Overrange. Fully protected inside to
over 2000V on all functions, including
Ohms, and protected outside with super -
rugged case. Full ranges for every test.
Fingertip "Push -On" switch in probe saves
batteries as power is applied only when
needed.

New DVM37

DVM32

In stock at your favorite local
Sencore Full Line Distributor.

DVM32 $225
3% DIGIT .5% DCV ACCURACY
PORTABLE DIGITAL MULTIMETER
Bench and field master for digital accuracy
measurements anywhere. 0.5% DCV accur-
acy, backed with 15 Megohm input imped-
ance. Exclusive battery -saving Auto -Display
turns the display on automatically when you
make a measurement. 2000V input protect-
ion on all functions and ranges-including
Ohms.

DVM36 $158
3% DIGIT .5% DCV ACCURACY
POCKET PORTABLE DVM
Pocket portable lab accurate performance
that fits every budget with highest perform-
ance -to -price benefits of any meter..5% DCV
accuracy, backed with 15 Megohm input im-
pedance for lowest circuit loading. Full pro-
tection to 1000 V on all functions and
ranges-including ohms. Drop -proof case.
Battery -saving "Push On" button in probe.

DVM35 $134
3 DIGIT 1% DCV ACCURACY
POCKET PORTABLE DVM
Fast, direct reading digital accuracy for the
man on the go. Same features as DVM36,
except 3 -digit, 1% DCV accuracy, backed
by 15 Megohm input impedance that is ten
times more accurate than analog meters.

100%
MADEtuurr

01=1
DIGITAL MULTIMETER SPECIALISTS
3200 Sencore Dr.,Sioux Falls,SD 57107 1605)339-0100

Electronic Servicing

Editorial, advertising and circulation corre-
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1 MTPutscanner
news of the industry

Ray Yeranko, the Magnavox Director Of Service And Consumer Affairs, retired
August 31 after 44 years with the company. Ray has been active in national service
organizations, and you might have met hurl at a NARDA, NESDA, or NATESA
convention.

Robert A. (Bob) Villont of Tacoma, Washington, was elected president of NESDA
and Jesse Leach became the chairman of ISCET during the combined NESDA and
ISCET convention in Portland, Oregon this August. These conventions will be
reported in more detail next month.

Most television prices will go up this fall. RCA has announced price increases from
$10 to $50 above present retail prices. Suggested list prices of Zenith TVs will be
increased between $10 and $30.

Sharp is scheduled to increase prices of its entire 1979 TV line by 3% to 5%,
according to Retail Home Furnishings. Also, it is reported that Zenith
rebates ranging between $40 and. $60 on all 25" consoles through September and
October.

BJA Systems has developed an artist -directed electronic method of adding full
color to black -and -white movie films. This was the way color was added to certain
scenes of the mini-series about the life of Martin Luther King, which was viewed
on TV last February. The process will be used to add color to actual
black -and -white film clips of the dramatization Ike, to be seen later on ABC.

In the United States, there are 59 TV sets, 71 telephones, and 52 cars for every
100 Americans. In contrast, citizens of the Soviet Union have 19 TV receivers, 7
telephones and about 2 cars per 100 Russians.

Home videotape recorder sales to dealers were 20,852 units in July, 1978, and
163,352 units in the 30 weeks of this year. Comparable figures are not available for
1977. Color TV sales in the first 30 weeks of 1978 were 5,246,482 units, an
increase of 17.9% over units sold in the comparable period a year ago, according
to the EIA.

Tektronix has established a nationwide distributor network for the sales and
servicing of the 12 models hi the Telequipment line, including six new
Telequipment scopes. Telequipment products are made by a Tektronix subsidiary
in England, and generally sell for a lower price than similar Tektronix models.
The local distributors offer warranty repair -and -calibration services.
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CARTOON CORNER

iELECTRONIC REPAIR S

is

When you called about a bad
tube, I naturally assumed...

L.

Couldn't find a 47,000 ohm resistor, but
I found 47 one -thousand -ohm ones.

N\

It's very clear sir. But I'm afraid
I have some bad news for you.

It's alright, honey. It
was only a paperclip!

4 ELECTRONIC SERVICING



AVAILABLE NOW! ONLY $ 5.90

JAPANESE TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION MANUAL

An involuoble Joponese to Japanese
substitution guide for approximately
3000 transistors

* Covers the 2SA 256 250 and
250 series.

* introduction includes o guide
ro understanding Japanese
rr0n99orS

A 90 poge, 81/2" by 11", soft

cover book.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Fuji-Svea is pleased to announce the forthcoming
opening of FUJI-SVEA WEST which will be
located in Los Angeles.

Seeking Original Japanese Replacement Parts for CB, TV and Stereo Repair Use?

EIEUI
2SA 744
2SA 745R
2SA 747

4.90
4.90
5.80

2SB 537
2SB 539
2SB 541

1.60
4.90
4.40

2SC 696 1.95
2SC 708 1.90
2SC 710 .45

2SC 1115
2SC 1116
2SC 1116A

4.40
4.90
6.60

2SC 1675
2SC 1678
2SC 1679

.59
2.25
4.25

2SD 313
2SD 314
2SD 315

1.10
1.20
1.20

HA 1156
HA 1158
HA 1159

3.00
5.30
5.80

TA 78012M 6.60
TA 78012P 5.80
TA 78015M 6.50

2SA 49 .59 2SA 748 1.00 2SB 554 10.00 2SC 711 .45 2SC 1124 1.30 2SC 1681 .70 2SD 325 1.10 HA 1196 4.90 TA 78015P 5.80
2SA 52 .59 2SA 750 .59 2SB 556 4.90 2SC 712 .59 2SC 1127 1.40 2SC 1682 .45 2SD 330 1.00 HA 1197 3.90 TBA 810SH 3.70
2SA 53 .59 2SA 755 1.60 2SB 557 3.40 2SC 717 .59 2SC 1161 1.90 2SC 1684 .59 2SD 341 5.60 HA 1201 1.50 TC 5080P 5.80
2SA 70 1.10 2SA 756 3.70 2SB 5618 .70 2SC 727 1.90 2SC 1162 1.00 2SC 1687 .70 2SD 350 5.90 HA 1202 2.25 TC 5081P 3.40
2SA 101 .45 2SA 758 5.80 2SB 564 .70 2SC 730 4.40 2SC 1166 .59 2SC 1688 .70 2SD 352 .90 HA 1211 1.50 TC 5082 3.90
2SA 102 .59 2SA 764 4.40 2SB 595 1.90 2SC 731 5.80 2SC 1167 6.60 2SC 1708 .59 2SD 356D 1.10 HA 1306W 3.70 TD 3505AP 8.50
2SA 234 .59 2SA 765 4.90 2SB 596 1.60 2SC 732 .59 2SC 1170B 6.60 2SC 1728 1.90 2SD 357D 1.00 HA 1322 4.40 UHIC 002 5.80
2SA 235 1.00 2SA 774 .59 2SB 600 7.00 2SC 733 .59 2SC 1172B 8.50 2SC 1730 .59 2SD 358 1.30 HA 1339 4.40 UHIC 004 5.80
2SA 240 .90 2SA 777 1.00 2SC 734 .59 2SC 1173 .90 2SC 1756 1.40 2SD 359 1.00 HA 1339A 4.40 UHIC 005 5.80
2SA 329 .70 2SA 794A 1.00 2SC 735 .59 2SC 1175 .90 2SC 1760 1.90 2SD 360 1.20 HA 1342A 4.40 UPC 20C 4.40
2SA 342 .90 2SA 798 .70 2SC 738 .59 2SC 1177 14.00 2SC 1765 8.80 2SD 361 1.00 LA 1111P 2.50 UPC 41C 3.70

2SC 183 .592SA 353 .70 2SA 814 1.90 2SC 756 2.80 2SC 1189 1.20 2SC 1775 .45 2SD 370 3.00 LA 1201 2.50 UPC 554C 2.80
2SA 377 2.00 2SA 815 1.00 2SC 184 .59 2SC 756A 3.00 2SC 1209 .70 2SC 1816 3.90 2SD 371S 2.80 LA 1364 4.40 UPC 555H 2.25
2SA 436 2.50 2SA 816 .70 2SC 281 .59 2SC 763 .59 2SC 1211D .59 2SC 1846 .70 2SD 380 7.60 LA 3300 3.00 UPC 563 3.70
2SA 440 .90 2SA 818 1.30 2SC 283 .59 2SC 772 .45 2SC 1212A 1.40 2SC 1885 .70 2SD 381 1.40 LA 3301 3.00 UPC 566H 1.60
2SA 473 .70 2SA 837 2.80 2SC 284 1.20 2SC 773 .70 2SC 1213 .70 2SC 1908 .59 2SD 382 1.40 LA 4030P 3.40 UPC575C 2.80
2SA 483 3.00 2SA 839 2.15 2SC 317 1.20 2SC 774 2.00 2SC 1215 .70 2SC 1909 3.90 2SD 388 3.40 LA 4031P 3.00 UPC 576 3.70
2SA 484 2.50 2SA 841 .59 2SC 352A 2.50 2SC 775 1.95 2SC 1222 .45 2SC 1913 1.20 LA 4032P 3.40 UPC 577H 2.25
2SA 485
2SA 489

2.00
1.60

2SA 847
2SA 850

.59

.59
2SC 353A
2SC 367

2.50
.90

2SC 776 2.65
2SC 777 3.50

2SC 1226A
2SC 1237

.90
2.25

2SC 1945
2SC 1951

5.60
1.10

2SD 389
2SD 390

.90
1.00

LA 4051P
LA 4400

3.70
3.70

UPC 592HZ 1.60
UPC 1001H 4.90

2SA 490 .90 2SA 872A .59 2SC 369 .59 2SC 778 3.60 2SC 1239 3.90 2SC 1957 1.20 2SD 421 8.50 LID 3120 2.50 UPC 1008C 7.00
2SA 493 .59 2SA 885 .70 2SC 371 .59 2SC 781 2.65 2SC 1279 .70 2SC 1969 4.90 2SD 424 8.50 M51513L 4.90 UPC 1016C 3.00
2SA 495 .45 2SA 908 11.00 2SC 372 .45 2SC 783R 3.60 2SC 1306 1.90 2SC 1973 1.10 2SD 425 6.50 M5152L 2.50 UPC 1020H 3.70
2SA 496 1.10 2SA 913 1.20 2SC 373 .45 2SC 784 .59 2SC 1307 2.90 2SC 1974 1.90 2SD 426 4.60 M51841P 2.80 UPC 1025 3.40
2SA 497 1.60 2SC 374 .59 2SC 785 .59 2SC 1310 .59 2SC 1975 4.40 3SD 427 3.00 M5320P 2.25 UPC 1026C 3.70
2SA 505 1.20 2SC 377 .70 2SC 789 1.00 2SC 1312 .59 2SC 2028 .90 2SD 525 1.60 M53273P 2.80 UPC 1032 2.25
2SA 509 .70 2SC 380 .59 2SC 790 1.40 2SC 1313G .59 2SC 2029 3.90 2SD 526 1.10 M53274P 2.50 UPC 1152H 3.40

2S8 22 .592SA 525 .70 2SC 381 .59 2SC 793 2.80 2SC 1316 8.50 2SC 2074 1.90 2SD 555A 6.60 M53393 7.60 UPC 1156 3.00
2SA 530 1.30 2SB 54 .59 2SC 382 .59 2SC 799 3.60 2SC 1317 .45 2SC 2076 .59 2SD 610 1.90 M54730P 8.80 UPD 857C 14.00
2SA 537A 2.25 2SB 55 .59 2SC 383 .90 2SC 802 3.60 2SC 1318 .45 2SC 2091 2.80 MPS U31 1.90 UPD 858C 9.50
2SA 539 .59 2SB 75 .45 2SC 387A .59 2SC 815 .59 2SC 1325A 7.60 2SC 2092 3.90 SG 613(tv) 5.95 STK 011 7.60 PLL 01A 8.80
2SA 545 .59 2SB 77 .45 2SC 388A 1.00 2SC 828 .45 2SC 1327 .59 2SC 2098 4.90 STK 014 9.50 PLL 02A 8.80
2SA 561 .59 2SB 173 .45 2SC 394 .59 2SC 829 2SC 1330 .70 STK 015 6.60 PLL-030\ 8.802SA 562 .59 2S8 175 .45 2SC 403 .59 2SC 830H 5.90 2SC 1335 .70 2SD STK 016 8.50 SN 7400 .1-9-
2SA 564A .59 2SB 176 .45 2SC 430 .90 2SC 838 .59 2SC 1342 .59 2SK 19BL .90 STK 022 11.00 SN 7490 .60

2SD 16 5.902SA 565 1.10 2SB 178 .70 2SC 454 .59 2SC 839 .59 2SC 1344 .59 2SK 23 1.10 STK 032 14.00
DIODES2SA 566

2SA 606
3.40
1.60

2SB 186
2SB 187

.45

.45
2SC 458
2SC 460

.59

.59
2SC 853 .90
2SC 867 4.25

2SC 1345D
2SC 1346

.59

.70
2SD 28
2SD 72

2.50
1.10

2SK 30
2SK 33

.70
1.10

STK 435
STK 439

8.50
11.00

78L05 1.102SA 607 1.60 2SB 202 1.60 2SC 461 .59 2SC 870 .59 2SC 1347 .70 2SD 75 .90 2SK 34 1.10 STK 502 8.80
2SA 624 1.10 2SB 220 .70 2SC 478 1.10 2SC 871 .59 2SC 1358 5.90 2SD 77 .59 2SK 40 .70 STK 503 9.60 S 84 .60
2SA 627 3.60 2SB 303 .59 2SC 481 1.60 2SC 895 4.90 2SC 1359 .59 2SD 81 3.00 2SK 41 1.10 TA 7027M 3.70 S 188 .25
2SA 628 .59 2SB 324 .70 2SC 482 1.50 2SC 897 3.40 2SC 1360 1.00 2SD 90 1.60 2SK 49 1.30 TA 7045M 3.00 S 332 .45
2SA 634 .70 2SB 337 1.60 2SC 484 1.60 2SC 898 4.40 2SC 1362 .59 2SD 91 1.60 2SK 55 1.30 TA 7054P 2.50 S 953 .25
2SA 640 .59 2SB 346 .70 2SC 485 1.60 2SC 900 .45 2SC 1364 .70 2SD 92 1.90 2SK 61 1.40 TA 7055P 3.00 S 1007 .45
2SA 642 .70 2SB 367 1.50 2SC 486 1.60 2SC 923 .45 2SC 1377 4.90 2SD 93 2.80 2SK 68 1.30 TA 7060P 1.60 S 1209 .45

,2SA 643 .70 2SB 368B 2.15 2SC 493 3.90 2SC 929 .45 2SC 1383 .59 2SD 118 4.40 3SK 22Y 2.55 TA 7061A P 1.90 S 1211 .452SA 653 2.80 2SB 379 1.10 2SC 495 .90 2SC 930 .45 2SC 1384 .59 2SD 130 1.20 3SK 35 2.25 TA 7062P 1.90 S 1555 .25
2SA 659 .59 2SB 381 .59 2SC 496 .90 2SC 941 .59 2SC 1396 .70 2SD 141 1.40 3SK 37 3.00 TA 7063P 1.60 S 1588 .25
2SA 661 .70 2SB 400 .59 2SC 497 1.60 2SC 943 .70 2SC 1398 1.10 2SD 142 2.00 4SK 39 2.25 TA 7064P 1.90 S 1885 .25
2SA 663 4.90 2SB 405 .59 2SC 509 .70 2SC 945 .45 2SC 1400 .59 2SD 143 2.80 3SK 40 2.25 TA 7066P 2.00 S 2076 .25
2SA 666 .70 2SB 407 1.40 2SC 515A 1.40 2SC 959 1.50 2SC 1402 4.90 2SD 178 1.10 3SK 41 2.50 TA 7074P 4.90 S 2093 .45
2SA 671 1.40 2SB 415 .59 2SC 517 3.95 2SC 971 1.00 2SC 1403 4.90 2SD 180 2.50 3SK 45 2.50 TA 7075P 4.90 S 2473 .25
2SA 672 .70 2SB 434 1.20 2SC 535 .59 2SC 982 .90 2SC 1407 .90 2SD 187 .59 3SK 48 5.90 TA 7076P 4.90 N 34 .25
2SA 673 .70 2SB 435 1.40 2SC 536 .59 2SC 983 1.00 2SC 1419 1.10 2SD 188 3.00 3SK 49 2.50 TA 7089P 3.00 N60 .25

.2SA 678 .70 2SB 440 .59 2SC 537 .59 2SC 984 .90 2SC 1444 2.80 2SD 201 3.40 TA 7102 5.80 OD1 .40
2SA 679 4.90 2SB 449 1.60 2SC 538A .70 2SC 994 3.90 2SC 1445 3.00 2SD 202 3.90 MK 10 2.00 TA 7106P 4.90 10010 .60
2SA 680 4.90 2SB 461 1.20 2SC 562 .70 2SC 996 3.40 2SC 1447 1.60 2SD 204 1.40 TA 7108P 1.90 VO 6B .40
2SA 682 1.50 2SB 463 1.20 2SC 563 1.10 2SC 1000BL .59 2SC 1448 1.60 2SD 205 1.40 TA 7109P 3.40 VO 6C .40
2SA 683
2SA 684
2SA 695

.70

.70

.70

2SB 471
2SB 473
2SB 474

1.60
1.20
1.00

2SC 605
2SC 619
2SC 620

.70

.59

.59

2SC 1012 1.50
2SC 1013 1.10
2SC 1014 1.10

2SC 1449
2SC 1451
2SC 1454

1.00
2.25
5.60

2SD 213
2SD 217
2SD 218

5.90
4.40
4.40

TA 7120P
TA 7122AP
TA 7124P

1.90
1.90
1.60

AN 203
AN 2140

2.50
3.00

ZENER
DIODES

2SA 697 .70 2S8 481 1.20 2SC 627 2.25 2SC 1017 1.40 2SC 1475 1.40 2SD 220 2.50 AN 217 1.90 TA 7129P 1.90 WZ 050 .45
2SA 699A .90 2SB 492 1.00 2SC 631 .90 2SC 1018 1.20 2SC 1478S .70 2SD 223 1.90 AN 239 7.00 TA 7130P 2.80 WZ 052 .45
2SA 705 .70 2S8 507 1.60 2SC 632A .45 2SC 1030C 2.80 2SC 1509 1.10 2SD 224 1.90 AN 247 4.40 TA 7136P 1.30 WZ 061 .45
2SA 706 1.60 2SB 509 1.60 2SC 634A .59 2SC 1047 .70 2SC 1567 1.10 2SD 226A 1.60 AN 274 3.40 TA 7146P 4.20 WZ 071 .45
2SA 715 1.40 2SB 511 1.10 2SC 642A 5.90 2SC 1051 4.40 2SC 1567A 1.10 2SD 227 .45 AN 2778 2.40 TA 7150P 4.40 WZ 075
2SA 719 .59 2S8 514 1.90 2SC 644 .45 2SC 1060 1.40 2SC 1584 8.50 2SD 234 1.00 AN 315 3.00 TA 7159P 2.50

.45
WZ 081 .45

2SA 720 .59 2SB 523 1.00 2SC 645 .70 2SC 1061 1.40 2SC 1586 7.60 2SD 235 1.00 AN 328 3.90 TA 7200P 4.60 WZ 090 .45
2SA 721
2SA 725
2SA 726
2SA 733
2SA 738

.59

.59

.59

.59
.70

2SB 526C
2SB 527
2SB 528D
2SB 529
2SB 530

1.30
1.60
1.60
.90

4.40

2SC 650
2SC 665H
2SC 668
2SC 680
2SC 681A

1.30 2SC 1076 39.00
8.50 2SC 1079 5.90

.45 2SC 1080 4.40
2.80 2SC 1096 1.00
5.80 2SC 1098 1.10

2SC 1624
2SC 1626
2SC 1628
2SC 1647
2SC 1667

1.30
1.10
1.30
1.00
3.40

2SD 236
2SD 255
2SD 261
2SD 287
2SD 288

1.60
1.60
.60

3.70
1.40

AN 362
BA 511
BA 521
HA 1137
HA 1138

3.00
2.90
2.90
4.90
4.40

TA 7201P
TA 7203P
TA 7204P
TA 7205P
TA 7310P

4.60
3.70
3.40
2.90
3.95

WZ 120 .45
WZ 192 .45
WZ 260 .45
WZ 280 .45

2SA 740 2.65 2S8 531 3.40 2SC 684 1.10 2SC 1111 3.40 2SC 1669 1.60 2SD 291 2.80 HA 1149 5.60 TA 78005M 5.80
2SA 743A 1.60 2SB 536 1.60 2SC 6938 .59 2SC 1114 3.70 2SC 1674 .59 2SD 300 5.60 HA 1151 4.40 TA 78005P 5.80

PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE COD ORDERS WELCOMED

Minimum order $5.00 Ohio residents add 4% sales (as Add $1.00 postage and handling
Quantity discount prices Ask For Our Complete Price List Manufacturer inquiries Welcomed

ALL PARTS GUARANTEED FACTORY DEFECT

TOLL FREE TELEPHONE
Nationwide 800/543-1807

Ohio 800/582-1630

LOCAL 513/874-0220

874-0223

Hours Mon Fri 10-7 Sat 11-5

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WITHIN 48 HOURS

nel ALL TRANSISTORS IN STOCK

FUJI-SVEA ENTERPRISE
a Diuision of Fuji Suea Incorporated

DEPT. ES
P.O. Box 40325 Cincinnati, Ohio 45240

Telex 21-4732
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Yilinexchanue
There is no charge for listing in Reader's Exchange, but
we reserve the right to edit all copy. If you can help with
a request, write direct to the reader, not to Electronic
Servicing.

For Sale: Three hundred electronic tubes (retail value
$1596.75) for $450. List of tubes furnished on request.
City Radio & TV, 205 North Donley, Tulia, Texas
79088.

For Sale: Hickok transistor tester model 220, $215;
RCA VTVM model WV -98C, $65; Sencore CRT tester
model CR-143, $50; Eico tube -and -transistor tester
model 667, $110; Heath transistor tester model JT-121,
$40; Sencore SM-152 sweep and marker generator,
$240. Mario Rosignuolo, 368 South Hill Boulevard,
Daly City, California 94112.

Needed: Horizonal oscillator coil (L-251) for Bradford
19 -inch color TV, model 1171B22 (WTG-53421). Bradford
part number EP35X2. Richard T. Baker, USS Horne
CG -30, FPO San Francisco, California 96601.

Needed: FM third -IF transformer for Midwest radio
(chassis RTG-16, Photofact 45-15), or used chassis for
parts. Write a description. Art Glauner, 108 Carey,
Deerfield, Michigan 49238.

For Sale: Eico 753 ham transceiver with power supply
(VFO has been rebuilt), best offer over $75; and
Heathkit HW202 2 -meter 6 -channel with touch tone
pad mike, $150. Kenneth Bullard, 107 Fulton Drive,
Kings Mountain, North Carolina 28086.

Needed: Schematic and parts list for B&K-Precision
120 VOM. Will buy, or copy and return. Carl W.
Higgins, 2242 South 85th East Avenue, Tulsa,
Oklahoma 74129.

For Sale: Kleinschmidt teletype model TT-117/FG with
reperforator/transmitter, Baudot code, used but
working, $100; Tektronix type CA dual -trace plug-in
unit, $150; M.H. Research R100B plus and minus 300-
volt DC power supply, $25; Locarte 3 -amp 120 -volt -DC
power supply (not isolated from AC line), $20; and
T-18/ARC-5 transmitter, $20. All items plus shipping.
S. Lei, P.O. Box 5312, Fargo, North Dakota 58102.

Needed: Used TV correspondence course (Bell &

Howell, RCA, etc.), reasonably priced. R. Hoos, 19
Longmeadow Road, Yonkers, New York 10704.

For Sale: B&K-Precision Analyst model 1076, best
offer over $100; RCA Senior VoltOhmyst model
WV98A, complete with high -voltage probe, $75; and
Simpson model 262 volt-ohm-milliameter, $25. William
Araujo, 803 Orchard, Raynham, Massachusetts 02767.

Needed: Schematic and/or operating manual for
Berkeley frequency counter "industrial" type, model
5608. Will buy, or copy and return. Dial tuning scale
for 1940 Truetone console radio, 5 -band, model

6 ELECTRONIC SERVICING



D-1175. State price. Schematic and/or service and
operating manual for RCA scope, model 155-C. Will
buy, or copy and return. Mike Nussman, 4174 Colonel
Glenn Highway, Dayton, Ohio 45431

For Sale: Heathkit 10-4510 dual -trace triggered scope,
one year old, lab calibrated by Heath, $450. Heathkit
IM -102 DMM, less than a year old, lab calibrated by
Heath, $200. Heathkit IG-5257 post-marker/sweep
generator, lab calibrated, $150. Heathkit IT -3121
semiconductor curve tracer, like new, $75. Cecil F.
Mott III, 222 Mobil -Land Court, Bloomington, Ill. 61701.

Needed: Adapter for model 650 B&K-Precision tube
tester that allows the tube checker to test Compac-
trons and other late tubes. Also, tube charts covering
the testing of these tubes. Walter W. Ellett, 21040
Rainbow Drive, Cupertino, California 95014

For Sale: General Autronics K-115 RM rack -mounted
scope DC -15 MHz with dual -trace plug-in; Knight KG -
2000 5" scope with triggered -sweep; B&K-Precision
1077B TV Analyst; B&K 1076 TV Analyst; Heath
10-101 Vectorscope and color generator; B&K 1246
color generator; Heath RF-1 RF generator; RCA WR-
36A dot -bar generator; Sencore CG -1 color -pattern
generator; EICO Transistor tester model 680; EICO 261
AC VTVM and watt meter; and EICO 221 VTVM. Also
"as is" for parts: RCA RF generator; and Dumont 5"
scope model 248. Send self-addressed stamped
envelope for information. Thomas Walls, 6360 Mont-
gomery, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151.

Needed: EICO model 685 transistor analyzer; digital
multimeter for bench; dual -trace scope; signal tracer;

and B&K model 970 Analyst. Thomas Walls, 6360
Montgomery, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151.

Needed: RCA service notes volumes 1923-1928, 1929-
1930; Tektronix model 422 scope with manual and
probes; AM/FM stereo receivers for parts. J. Allen
Call, 1876 East 2990 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106.

Needed: Type 53, 7N7, 7F7, 7B7 and 117M7 tubes at
reasonable prices. Also, want early RCA TT -5, TRK 5,
9, and 12 television sets and battery radios. Don
Patterson, 636 Cambridge Road, Augusta, Georgia
30909.

For Sale: Obsolete radio tubes and Rider's Radio
magazines. Have Rider's Radio manuals 8-10 and 16
without front and back covers to trade for two Rider's
Radio manuals. Goodwin Radio Shop, care of Odd
Fellows Nursing Home, Mattoon, Illinois 60960.

Needed: Schematic and other information for rebuild-
ing the control panel of an army -surplus AC
generator, that has a model B Briggs and Stratton
engine (about 10 HP). Control panel has an AC
voltmeter, a reed frequency meter, a DC ammeter,
and two wire -wound rheostats, Martin Match, 21B
Thorney Avenue, Huntington Station, New York 11746.

For Sale: REM Cathode -recovery unit and CRT
checker, CRU-1; Leader color -bar generator model
LCG-388; B&K-Precision DVM model 280 plus DR -21
Direct/100 K probe; Sencore model TC-28; and Mura
VOM, all for $685, plus shipping. Ray Duffy, Sound

continued on page 8

Here's a TOP DEAL for you !
Buy RCA Entertainment Receiving

Tubes, save the carton tops
and earn valuable awards*

RCA's got the TOP DEAL of 1978 for service dealers ... a
completely new collection of great merchandise awards,
in exchange for RCA entertainment receiving tube carton
tops. You choose from a wide selection of gifts for your-
self, your family, and your home.
When you buy RCA receiving tubes, save the carton tops
that bear the letters RCA and the tube type number. They
are redeemable in required quantities for gifts of your
choice Just a few are shown
here.
Pick up your copy of the RCA
TOP DEAL Prize book, saver
envelope and award order
form at your participating
RCA Distributor, or mail in
the coupon. Save the proper
number of carton tops for the
prize you want, and mail with

RCA Receiving
Tubes

your award order form to: RCA Top Deal Headquarters,
Box 154, Dayton, Ohio 45401. The award you select will be
mailed to you promptly. Your order must be postmarked
no later than November 30, 1978 to take advantage of this
great gift offer. Quality RCA Tubes mean a Top Deal for
you. RCA Distributor and Special Products Division,
Deptford, N.J. 08096.

*Save the carton top that bears the letters RCA and the tube type
number.

Mail this coupon to: RCA Top Deal Headquarters
P. 0. Box 154, Dayton, Ohio 45401
Attention: Scott Campbell

Please send me an RCA TOP DEAL Prize Book, Saver
Envelope and Award Order Form.

Name

Company

Address

City State lip
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Test with the
professionals.
Our Terminating RF Loads are the choice
of professional RF engineers everywhere.
Dry loads available from 5 to 150

";1111

watts. Liquid loads from 100
watts to 10 kilowatts.
Water cooled and
heat exchanger
type from 10 to 50
kilowatts. Larger
special capacities
available. All 50
ohms impedance.

RF loads
for professionals.

For the name of your local distributor call toll free
800-341-9678

GSDIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS
A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
RAYMOND MAINE (14071 Tf I d07 655 4'1',.  600 -341 ril, /f3

Circle (8) on Reply Card

IT'S ALL UNDER
ONE ROOF

TEXAS TUNER SERVICE isn't scattered out all over
the nation...It's all together so we know EXACTLY what
goes on...You get better service that way.

TEXAS TUNER SERVICE has been overhauling TV
tuners for 10 years. We use WAVETEK crystal con-
trolled markers and WAVETEK scope...And employee
the T28 ultrasonic cleaner. We know of no other tuner
service that does that.

TEXAS TUNER SERVICE has a TOLL FREE HOT-
LINE...you can call from anywhere in the continental
United States (except Texas). It makes no difference
where you are located - we are as close as your phone.

TEXAS TUNER SERVICE has a convenience that lets
you mail your tuners without going to the post office or
even weighing them. We have all the necessary postal
permits that allow US to pay the postage when your tuners
arrive and add that amount to your invoice...Call us toll
free for more information.

At TEXAS TUNER SERVICE we are serious about
tuner overhaul - It's not just a gimmic to make money.

GIVE USA TRY - YOU WILL LIKE THE WAY WE
DO BC'SINESS!!!

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-433-7124

TEXAS TUNER SERVICE
4210 N.E. 28TH STREET,

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76117

0 Iplexchanoe
continued from page 7

Fair, 1821 NE 65th, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33308.

For Sale: All texts for MTI two-way radio course,
without exams, unless requested, $25, plus shipping.
Charlie Perry, 1401 St. Johns Drive, El Paso, Texas
79903.

Needed: A B&K-Precision model 1077B television
Analyst with cables, manual, and slides. Must be in
good operating condition, and reasonably priced.
Henry W. Price, 640 Cambrian Court, Sacramento,
California 95825.

For Sale: EICO 369 sweep/marker generator, $50;
B&K-Precision 707 tube tester, $60; Sencore RC -24
R/C subber, $20; Sencore BE -156 bias supply, $10;
B&K HV Probe, $15; B&K 1801 frequency counter,
$100; B&K 1230 color/dot bar, $40; Simpson 432
color/dot bar, $100; B&K 2050 RF generator, $40;
Stancor isolation transformer, $20; EICO yoke and
flyback checker, $25; and B&K capacitor analyst, $50,
prices negotiable, you pay the freight. Terry's TV,
6738 State Route 303, Ravenna, Ohio 44266.

For Sale: Sams Photofact numbers 1 through 800. All
or any one, $1.00 each. Stuttard TV Service, 13
Tindall Drive, Clinton, New York, 13323.

Needed: Operating manual for B&K-Precision 1070
Analyzer. Bob's TV, 1822 Sun Valley Drive, Jefferson
City, Missouri 65101.

For Sale: 39 copies of Electronic Servicing in like -new
condition, May 1975 through July 1978. Best offer over
$39, plus postage. Will mail COD. W.F. Stroud, Box 1,
Stinnett, Texas, 79083.

For Trade: One 510CTB22 color CRT for a 490BLB22
color CRT (both used); for sale, one oldie 24CP4A/TP/
QP/ADP/VP/XP4 rebuilt B&W CRT, nearly new.
Mike's Repair Service, M. B. Danish, P.O. Box 217,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005.

For Sale: Test -equipment manuals for many popular
brands, such as RCA, Sencore, Hickok, B&K, Heath,
H -P, Tektronix. Send self-addressed stamped envelope
with your needs. Ron Jordan, 5277 Larchwood Drive,
San Jose, California 95118.

Needed: One flyback transformer TF-110 (manufac-
turer part number 701027-00) for Setchell Carlson TV
model P66 and chassis, C106. State price. Arthur
Blaha, 3855 W. 65th, Chicago, Illinois 60629.

For Sale: Garrard stereo record changer model
RC120, old model but never used, in original carton,
$12; Precision multi -bias supply model 230; remote
control unit model 9K1 for Fisher 400C; storage
battery model BB54. Al Crispo, 159-30 90th Street,
Howard Beach, New York 11414.

Needed: A new or good -used vertical transformer for
a 17J27 Philco TV chassis. State price and air shipping
charges. Jorge F. Vargas B., Apartado #9583,
Guayaquil, Ecuador.

Circle (9) on Reply Card
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I rowel Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-Zenith 19HC48
PHOTOFACT-1621-2

Vert 9-92 module

+ 131V a.-

OPEN

N
RX202

330K

U18

C202

0.47

Symptom-No brightness, but HV is okay
Cure-Check resistor RX202, and replace it if open

Chassis-Zenith 23HC45
PHOTOFACT-1637-2

SHORTED

R212

+ 212V

R226
820V

560K
BOOST

Symptom-Can't adjust proper gray scale
Cure-Check capacitor C211, and replace it if shorted

Chassis-Zenith 23HC45
PHOTOFACT-1637-2

TO G2

C211

.001

SHORTED

C2OT01

CONTROLS

R208

RED G2

R226 R212

560K 390K

+ 820V BOOST + 212V

Symptom-Picture smears at high brightness
Cure-Check capacitor C208, and replace it if shorted

Chassis-Zenith 23HC50
PHOTOFACT-1639-2

TX206 FLYBACK

CR215 RX225

+ 130V

+ 250V
47

C214D +
10ft F

II

N\
OPEN

Symptom-Left third of picture is darker
Cure-Check filter CX214, and replace it if "D"
section is open

ti

Chassis-Zenith 25EC58
PHOTOFACT-1370-2

SW202
NORMAL

ALIGN 1

3900

R315

3300

OPEN

Symptom-Color slightly smeared, and color locking
is loose on weak signals
Cure-Check resistor R215, and replace it if open

Chassis-Zenith 25EC58
PHOTOFACT-1370-2

Subcarrier regenerator 9-27 module

T1

C276

A
r047

OPEN

Symptom-Poor color locking
Cure-Check capacitor C276, and replace it if open

September, 1978 11



troubleshoolinonl

Breaker trips; TV is dead
Motorola Quasar TS929
(Photofact 1240-1)

This Motorola twice went dead
and tripped the breaker. New
horizontal tubes didn't help, and an
examination of the horizontal -
output stage showed the cathode
fuse was open. A current meter
connected across the open fuse read
about 600 milliamperes, and there
was no B -boost or high voltage.

50

50

6OOVIBI

Boost

As one test of the flyback, I
disconnected the wires from ter-
minal 6, and the boost and HV
were about normal. But, after I

replaced the flyback, the boost was
too high (+1500 volts) and the HV
was about zero. (With the old
flyback, neither boost nor HV were
there.)

I tried a test yoke, and the
voltages were normal. Just as I was
about to condemn the yoke, I
noticed that the center wire of the
yoke was tied into the pincushion -
phase coil. With this lead discon-
nected (and other yoke wires re-
placed), the voltages were okay.

After I replaced the pincushion -
phase coil and adjusted the high
voltage, the performance was good.

Evidently, the PC coil shorted
first, and this damaged the flyback,
drawing excessive current which
blew the cathode fuse.

J. M. Thurston
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Frozen tape
Sony VO-1600 VTR

When the machine was brought
to the shop, the tape would not
move inside it. My first look found
about a half cassette of tape wound
around the threading ring and
pinch roller.

I cleaned the machine, and
inserted another cassette, which
promptly jammed and ruined the
tape.

A careful examination revealed a
wrong alignment of the pinch roller
to the capstan (they should be
perfectly parallel) and deformed
tape guides on the threading ring.
The tape was being forced off the
track.

New threading -ring assembly and
a pinch roller restored the smooth
tape motion. Caution: follow the
factory manual closely here. The
cause of the problem was a lack of
proper maintenance that allowed an
accumulation of dust and dirt. So,
advise your customers to have their
machines cleaned and lubricated,
and the belts checked at least once
a year, whether used or not.

Julian D. Chitta
Corpus Christi, Texas

Loss of locking
Zenith 25ED58
(Photofact 1370-2)

Adjustments of the vertical and
horizontal hold controls couldn't
lock the picture, although each
would change its own scanning
frequency.

First, I checked for sync pulses
on the video at the Al input of the
video processor module. They were
normal. Next, I checked the vertical
and horizontal sync -output signals;
both were okay.

When I scoped the vertical -sweep

circuit, the waveform at the base of
vertical switch Q703 seemed wrong.
Acting on a hunch, I adjusted the
height and linearity controls for
slight overscan with good linearity.
Now the vertical would lock. Evi-
dently, someone had tampered with
the controls.

The horizontal locking problem
was harder. Horizontal -sync pulses
at terminal Al were slightly weak,
and the horizontal -sync pulses at
terminal Al were slightly weak, and
the horizontal pulses at terminal
B14 had more amplitude than
usual.

0 WAVE SHAPE

3300

5%

23.5VIDI

I pulled the module and began
checking all of the components.
Among the last to be tested was
R808, the 330 -ohm resistor in the
sawtooth-forming circuit. It was
completely open, and a new one
restored the horizontal locking.

This repair was more difficult
because the symptoms pointed to a
loss of both horizontal and vertical
sync.

Don Hicke
San Diego, California

Editor's Note: Open R808 resistors
have been reported several times,
but the tip still is good.
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THE SYLVANIA MILLION TAB SWEEPSTAKES
We're giving away a million tabs to
dealers nationwide so they can go on
wild shopping sprees in our "Tab
Terrific" Awards Catalog.

The 25,000 tab grand prize winner
gets to pick at least as many prizes as
we've shown in the picture. There
are also four second prizes of 10,000
tabs. Eight third prizes of 5,000 tabs.
Five -hundred fourth prizes of 500
tabs. And a whopping 2,580 other
prizes of 250 tabs.

HOW TO BE AMONG
THE CHOSEN MANY

To enter, pull off the inventory con-
trol tab from a five -pack of Sylvania
receiving tubes, or prepare a reason-
able facsimile.

On the back,
clearly print your
name, address,
invoice number
and distributor's
name. Mail to:
Sylvania Award
Headquarters,
P.O. Box 1000,
Fenton, Missouri
63026.

The more times
you enter, the better your chances
of winning. And if you do win, you
can add your sweepstakes tabs to
the regular tab program which

c-)

0

"62

runs through November.
A DATE TO REMEMBER

Our Sweepstakes runs through the
month of September, and entries
must be postmarked no later than
September 30th. Ask your Sylvania
distributor for al the details and a
copy of the Awards Catalog.

Then, when you pick out your
prizes, it's fun knowing someone
else will pick up the tab.
The Sylvania "Tab Terrific" program is available only to
dealers and service technic, ans Employees of General
Telephone & Electronics, GTE Sylvania, their subsidiar-
ies. affiliatea authorized distributors, or their advertis-
ing agencies are not eligiole tc participate. No purchase
required. Void in Mssouri, Utah. and where prohibited
by law.

SYLVANIA leo
September, 1978

Circle (10) on Reply Card
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Features and power
circuits of GE AA chassis
Servicing GE 13- Color Portable, Part 1

The front panel of General Electric
model 13AA9508W is uncluttered. At
the top is a front -mounted speaker,
below it are the detented and illumi-
nated channel selectors, while the
volume/on-off control and the "Color
Monitor" indicator are at the bottom.

A neon bulb illuminates the "Color
Monitor" indicator when the back -
mounted switch is turned on.

Console TVs Versus Portables
None of the color receivers that

were analyzed previously in the
Electronic Servicing modular -TV
series had a picture tube smaller
than 19 inches. Also, most of the
19 -inch information applied equally
well to the 25 -inch models of the
same manufacturer. For several
years, solid-state 17 -inch and 19 -
inch portables usually had the same
advanced features as consoles.

However, the smaller 10 -inch and
13 -inch color portables are be-
coming very popular. How different
are they from the previous sizes?
Do they have the high-performance
circuits that give sharp stable
pictures equalling those of large
consoles? Or, have all refinements
been stripped away by efforts of the
manufacturers to reduce both size
and price?

What about serviceability? In the
past, smaller chassis and cabinets
inevitably included inaccessible and
crowded components, which some-
times were nightmares to service.
Solid-state components allow reduc-
tions of chassis and circuit -board
sizes. And, small -cabinet receivers
make small dimensions necessary.
Questions: will these reduced sizes
multiply our problems, force us to
buy miniature tools, and perhaps
make us wish for smaller fingers to
match the tiny wiring?

We can't answer those questions
for other models and brands, but
our coverage should answer them
about the new 13 -inch General
Electric portable, as we examine
the features, performance, and
servicing of the AA -D chassis.

By Gill Grieshaber, CET

Features Of
GE Model 13AA9508W

Several facts are given by the
model number itself. The first two
numbers show the picture -tube size;
the following two letters indicate
the chassis number; the next four
numbers are the identification of
this one model; and the W stands
for a walnut -grained cabinet (made
of high -impact plastic). Therefore,
this portable has a 13 -inch picture
tube and an AA chassis.

Here are some important features
of the AA -D GE chassis:
 one large module (plug-in circuit
board) that contains most of the
components;
 a color monitor system (with
three transistors) which examines
the red and blue signal levels and
then corrects the color balance;
 Automatic Frequency Control
(AFC);
 Automatic Chroma-level Control
(ACC);
 DC restoration in the video;
 synchronous video demodulation;
 a transformer -isolated earphone
jack;
 side pincushion correction;
 preset VHF fine tuning, and 70-
detent UHF tuning; and
 a black matrix picture tube with
three easy -to -converge in -line guns
that illuminate vertical rectangles of
color on the screen.

Many of these features and
circuits will be analyzed during the
series. (Not all AA chassis have the
color -monitor module.)

continued on page 16
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Lori Casper is typical of many youngsters who sweeten
their homework by watching TV. Reduced sizes of the
popular new small -screen color receivers allow them to be
used in dining areas and bedrooms without crowding.
Today's homes often have two, three, or four TVs.



General Electric
continued from page 14

Layout of The AA Chassis
Troubleshooting any television set

is easier after you know where the
boards and major components are
located. Therefore, we are including
several pictures that show many
details of the color receiver.

Internal Service Data
Attached to the outside of the

cabinet back is a black plastic box
with "SERVICE INFORMATION
INSIDE" ,stamped in raised black
letters on it. Two mounting screws
for the box are on the inside of the
cabinet back. Therefore, the back
must be removed before the service
data can be obtained.

On both sides of a 34" by 10"
sheet of paper (taken from the box),
is printed an amazing amount of
information. Here is a partial list:
the normal amount of high voltage;
AGC adjustment; AFC adjustment;
gray -scale adjustments; APC (color
locking) adjustments; safety data;
two drawings explaining the conver-
gence; locations of major compo-
nents; three drawings giving the
video and chroma paths on top of
the module, the video paths and the
B+ paths on the copper side; an 8 -
point test procedure to find the
cause of a blown fuse; simplified
drawings of the 60 -Hz and the
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Figure 1 Two important points are shown by this power -supply schematic of
the AA -chassis GE. Neither of the 120 -volt power wires is grounded. Therefore,
you must use precautions during servicing to avoid shock and damage. Also, to
make servicing easier, the transistors and ICs that obtain DC power from each
of the voltage sources are listed. Other DC voltages come from rectification of
horizontal -sweep power.

15,734 Hz power supplies; a parts
list of all special resistors and
capacitors, transformer, diodes,
transistors, ICs, and miscellaneous
components (along with addresses
and phone numbers for ordering

GE parts); and a complete sche-
matic (except for tuners).

This is the valuable kind of
information most needed during
home service calls. Probably you'll

continued on page 18

AA -DAA_E CHASSIS
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FOR USE Of QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS ONLY S.

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

MOH VOLTAGE (10" RECEIVERS/

Normal hlgh voltage is approximately 20 OKV at rem beam current niter&
*buy) with 120VAC line input. Not edunteble

Color, tint, brightness, and contrast knobs are located in A large sheet of service information is packed in a box
that's secured to the cabinet back by two screws. These
screws can be taken out and the data sheet exposed only
after the back is removed from the receiver.

front, under the picture -tube screen.
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Moon TV
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Des Moines, Iowa 50316
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GE PRO** Line is the real incentive
r

Reward Offer -Profitable Repdacemeni Opportunities

Your reputation is our reputation
Tube Products Department  Owensboro, Kentucky 42301



General Electric
continued from page 16

want to keep the first sheet you see.
But remember, it belongs to the
owner of the TV, and should be
returned to the box.

Conventional solid-state tuners are
located above the power -supply sec-
tion.

Power Supplies
Although power supplies usually

are not very interesting, we recom-
mend that you read this next
explanation. As you will discover,
there are several points that are
extremely important for efficient
(and safe) troubleshooting.

Hot chassis
The polarized AC -line plug of the

transformerless power supply in
Figure 1 is no protection against
electrical shocks to you, or against
damage to your test equipment.
That's because neither side of the
incoming AC power is grounded.
Instead, one corner of the bridge
rectifier is grounded.

About 60 volts RMS or about 60
VDC can be measured from chassis
ground to an earth ground, regard-
less of how the AC plug is inserted
into a power outlet.

Now, most items of test equip-
ment are isolated from the power
line, and they represent no large
threat. That is, except for an
infernal third AC wire added at the
command of our government. This
so-called safety ground wire is
connected to a power -line ground at
one end and to the metal outer case
of your test equipment at the other
end. Just imagine the sparks,

Arrows point to the major components and systems of the AA -chassis
General Electric 13" color -TV receiver. Any of the four modules can be
removed.

smoke, and damage that will occur,
when the metal case of your OSHA -
safe test equipment touches the
common ground of chassis AA (or
any other hot -chassis TV)1 Of
course, all external TV parts are
safe to touch.

To eliminate the hazard, you
should connect a 120V -to -120V
isolation transformer between the
power source and any transformer -
less TV chassis. This warning
applies to both shop and home
service.

60 -Hz power
Figure 1 shows a schematic of all

the AA -chassis B+ voltage sources
that operate from the power -line
60 -Hz voltage. The +147 volts
(which is not regulated) feeds both
the driver and output transistors,
while the horizontal -oscillator IC
obtains power through R908 from
the same +147 volts. Therefore, the
horizontal -sweep circuit operates
normally when the +147 volts is
present. This point is important,
since other low B+ voltage supplies
come from rectification of flyback
horizontal pulses.

15,734 -Hz power
A simplified schematic in Figure

2 shows the seven B+ and B -
voltage supplies that are obtained
by rectification of horizontal -sweep
pulses. Detailed explanations will
be given as part of the horizontal -
sweep coverage later.

For troubleshooting, remember
this: any defect which eliminates
the flyback horizontal pulses also
stops (by eliminating the DC vol-
tages) the functions of all transistors
and ICs listed in Figure 2.

Fast -recovery diodes
Also, remember to use only the

proper fast -recovery type of diodes
to replace any of the scan rectifiers
in Figure 2.

Conventional 60 -Hz power supply
diodes probably will fail rapidly, if
used to replace a scan rectifier.

Comments
Preliminary watching of the

13AA9508W portable General Elec-
tric color TV indicates good per-
formance with stable locking and
adequate picture size.

Although the compact construc-
tion does not allow every component
to be in the open and perfectly

continued on page 20
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The 60 -Hz input filter capacitor and several voltage -cropping resistors
are mounted on a metal chassis plate under the tuners. These parts are
easily accessible during servicing.

Most of the components and circuits are on the largest module, which
is at the bottom between power -supply and horizortal-scan sections.
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A large circuit board that includes the picture -tube socket also has the
video -driver transistor, three color -output transistors, and associated
parts.
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"PARTS

BONANZA"

100-2.5 Amp 1000 PIV Rem. ..59.95
4-8KV Focus Rectifiers.. 52.00
SOLID STATE TUBES...53.95 Each
3A3-3DB3-3AT2-R12C-3053
COLOR YOKES
RCA 906214-501 (CTC22)...S.3.95
Westinghouse 490V031001 (Y1911...$3.95
Packard Bell 290545 -3E -(Y159)...53.95
Motorola 24G10250A10...53.95
RCA Yoke 13C335 -With Housing -(Y247)...56.95
Motorola 24068592801-{Y191)...53.95
General Electric EP76X10-(Y232)...$3.95
General Electric EP76X11-(Y234)... 53.95
Olympic TDT 531-J-1-(Jap Sets). .$3.95
COLOR FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS
Phi/Co 32 -10132 -1 -(Fly 4961...53.95
RCA 136640 (Fly 5161...53.95
RCA 13745 -(Fly 588)...$3.95
Zenith S -96453/02 -)Fly 5331...55.95
Zen. Volt. Triplex 212-109...$2.95 Each
Mag. Fly 8/W 361457 -2 -(Fly 4501...53.50
TRANSISTOR TUNERS NEW
Philco 76-14340-1...54.95
Admiral 94C507-2...54.95
UHF Detent Type (Numbered)...51.00 Each
3-90% Color CRT Boosters... $12.95
Weller Cord. Sold Iron Model 100...513.95
6 UHF Loop Ant. 18" Lead. .51.19
2 Shunt Reg. Hoods With Lead (6BK4)...51.00
2-HV Cups 13A3 -313B3 Etc.). _31.00
25- Cony. Assernbly...51.00
3 -Color CRT Ham. Spark Gap...51.19
3 -Color CRT Harnes...$1.00
2-2 Set Couplers...53.00
2-4 Set Couplers...54.50
10=300-750HM Match. XFRMS.. $8.95
100-Assta. Resistors (Cut Leads). .51.00
25 AssIO. Controls (Tab Mount)...$1.00
50-1 8 2 Watt Resistors. .51 25
25 Assorted By -Pass Cond....51.25
25 AssEd. W.W.-Glass Resist....51.00
25 Assta. Filter Cond. Trans. ..51.25
10-Asst'd. Filters Cans .52.95
25 Asstd. Knobs...$1.39
25 Meg. Focustat (Sev. Sets)...51.49 Each
TRANSISTORS -LC.
Zenith 121-821 (Vert.)...2 for 52.98
AC 100 (Philco1-ECG283...2 for $2.98
Toshiba TA 7205P...Only $2.95 Each
Toshiba 2SD235...2 for 51.59
Sylu. 15-37703-1 0.C.1 (ECG 7151 .2 for 51.98
Sylv_ 13 -33174 -1 -(ECG 1711...6 for $2.19
Syls. 13 -33595 -1 -(ECG 123A Plastic). .6 for $2.19
Sylu. 13 -33985 -1 -(ECG 1611...6 for $2.19
Sylu. 15-37703-1 (LC.) (ECG 7151...2 for $1.98
ZENITH IC CHIPS...51.25 Each
221-42-221-43-221-45-221-46
221-48-221-62-221-69
CONDENSERS AXIAL LEADS
100 MFD. 50 Volts...6 for $1.96
33 Mfd. 350 Volts...6 for $2.49
47 Mfd., 350 Volts...6 for 12.69
250 Mfd. 150 Volts...6 for $2.69
200 Mfd. 175 Volts (Radial)... for 51.89
850 Mfd..35 Volts (P.C.)...3 for $1.19
500 Mfd. 25 Volts (P.C.1...6 for $1.19
125 Mfd. 4 Volts.. 5 for 51.00
1000 Mfd 15 Volts...5 for $1.00
CONDENSERS CANS
250-100 Mid. 350 Volts...2 for 51.79
500 Mid. 200 Volts...3 for 51.98
500-500-100 Mfd.-50 Volts...6 for $1.89
150 Mfd. 350 Volts, 200 Mfd. 25 Volts...3 for $1.29
300-300-100-103-Mfd. 150 Volts...3 for $1.49
75-30 Mfd. 150 Volts...3 for $1.29
200.50 Mfd. 300V-400 Mid. 150V-2000 Mfd. 35V...3 for $1.89
1000-1000 Mfd. 35V-400 Mfd. 175V...3 for 51.89
100 Mfd. 200V-120-5 Mfd. 150V...3 for $1.89
200-150-50 Mfd. 175V...3 for 51.79
80 Mkt 175V-10 Mfd. 150V-4 Mfd. 300 V...3 for $1.29
30-30 Mfd. 150 Volts...3 for 5100
400-600 Mfd. 185 V. 4-20 Mfd. 150 Volts...3 for $1.79
Sam's Tube Sub Book -1119...51.00 Each
10-47 Pilot Lights.. 51.25
10-240 Pilot Lights, ..51.50
PHONO NEEDLES DIAMOND (BULK)
Rept. Shure N30...52.95
Rept. Shure N-44 .52.95
Rept. Shure N-75 52.95
Rept. Shure N-91...52.95
Repl. Pickering V -15 -Grey. $2.95
Astatic 15D (Card 8 Needle).. $1.75
SC8-ICart .3 Needle). .51.95
TN48-(Cart 8 Needle) 51.95
BSR SX5H-lCart 8 Needle)

. 51.95
BSR SC5H-(Cart 8 Needle).. 51.95

DIST. FOR B/K TEST EQUIPMENT
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

MINIMUM ORDER 15000
Orders under 550.00-53.00 shipping 8 handling

SEND CHECK OR M.O.

TV TECH SPECIALS
P 0 BOX 603

KINGS PARK. L I NEW YORK 11754
PHONE 516-269-0805
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Industrial
continued from

Figure 2 Flip flops in
7476 ICs will toggle
when wired with these
signals and logic
levels.

or K (or J and K together) is

page 21 switched to logic 0, the flip flop
remains in the high condition, and
the clock signal has no effect.
 If the SET terminal is switched
to logic 0, the flip flop will go to a
high condition (Q = 1). It will

LOGIC I

LOGIC I

10/ TOGGLING A 7476 FLIP FLOP

LOGIC 1

CLOCK (-
INPUT -U

LOGIC 1

remain in the high condition so
long as the SET terminal has a
logic 0. If the RESET terminal is
switched to logic 0, the flip flop will
go to a low condition, and remain
there until the RESET terminal is
changed to a logic 1.

Troubleshooting
Question #1

A 7476 toggled flip flop is
in the high condition, but the
input clock signal has no
effect. Which of these termi-
nals might be wired wrong: J;
K; SET; or RESET?

Experiment #1
In the circuit of Figure 1,

connect all of the SET terminals to
logic level 0 (ground or common).

All of the LEDs should be on
(high), because the flip flops are in
the high condition. Verify that the

22 ELECTRONIC SERVICING



RCA will replace any defective SK
without question, within one year of
purchase by you - the dealer. Just
return the SK to your RCA Distributor.

We can make this offer because we believe
our malfunction rate is one of the lowest in the
industry-less than 1%.

Part of the reason for this record is the RCA
Solid State Division with its extensive engineering
and manufacturing facilities. They develop and
test the quality and performance of every SK type
RCA sells before it is introduced into the line.

At RCA, we manufacture over half of our SK's,
and all other SK's come from original solid state
manufacturers who must meet RCA's high stan-
dard of quality.

As a result, every RCA SK meets or exceeds the
OEM standards and specifications. You can't find a
more reliable replacement. RCA's vast electronic
experience stands behind the entire line.

This line consists of over 750 RCA replacement
transistors, rectifiers, thyristors, integrated circuits,
and high voltage triplers that will replace 143,000
domestic or foreign semiconductors.

See your RCA SK Distributor and start saving
time and money (no costly "call backs"). Or

contact RCA Distributor and Special Products
Division, Deptford, N.J. 08096, Attn: Sales Promo-
tion Services.

RCA
SK Solid State Replacement

LEDs are lighted.
Restore the circuit to the original

condition for counting.

Experiment #2
Also in the circuit of Figure 1,

wire all of the RESET terminals to
logic level 0. The flip flops now
should be in a low condition, with
none of the LEDs lighted. Verify
the LED conditions, then restore
the circuit to the previous counting
condition.

Experiment #3
In the circuit of Figure 1, change

the wiring ONLY of the first flip
flop K terminal as shown in Figure
3.

Try the switch in both positions
and notice what happens to the
count. With the switch at the "A"
position (a high at the K terminal),
the counter should operate normal-
ly.

When the switch is changed to
the "B" position (a low at the K

terminal), all of the flip flops stop
counting!

Important Note: With ripple
counters, all of the flip flops can be
prevented from counting, if count-
ing of the first one is stopped. The
second flip flop can't change until
the Q terminal of the first flip flop
goes from logic 1 to logic 0. Of
course, this applies to the down-
stream flip flops as well.

Programming Ripple Counters
Until this time, the binary

counters operated continuously,
counting from zero up to 15 and
then starting at zero again and
counting to 15 again, and so on, as
long as the power was applied. (The
four binary numbers have values of
8, 4, 2, and 1, so 15 is the limit
with four flip flops.)

However, by applying some of the
basic theory we have learned, we
can force the circuit of Figure 1 to
count to any number between 1 and
15 before starting over.

1K5170

Suppose we want the counter to
operate to the seven count (0111)
and then start over at zero (0000).
It's done by arranging the count of
eight (1000) to trigger a RESET of
all flip flops.

Troubleshooting
Question #2

What logic levels are at the
Q terminals in Figure 1, when
the counter is displaying the
number 8?

Programming A Seven Count
The method shown here to

program four toggles to count to 7
and then begin again at zero is not
the most simple or the least
expensive, but it always will work!
Later on, I will show you some
other methods.

Remember that a display of zero
(logic 0000) can be obtained at any

continued on page 24
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SET

FF #1

RESET

f 5V

FROM

555

CLOCK

STOPPING THE COUNT

A

Figure 3 Toggling counts can be stopped by
switching J, K, or J-and-K to logic 0. When the
toggling stops, the logic levels remain as they
were. In this example, the K input is switched to A
for sequential counting and to B for a frozen count.

Industrial
continued from page 23

time by delivering a logic 0 simul-
taneously to ALL of the flip flop
RESET terminals. Also, a NAND
gate has a logic 0 output, when all
of the inputs have a logic 1.

Combining these two statements
points to a possible solution (see
Figure 4). When the count is 8, the

DECIMAL

NUMBER

TABLE 1

LOGIC LEVELS FOR THE CIRCUIT OF

FIGURE 4

Q OUTPUT 117 OUTPUT INPUT TO

(ALSO LED NAND

DISPLAY)

NAND

OUTPUT

23222(20

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

3 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

5 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

6 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

7 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

8 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1111 0

Q terminals have logic 1000. And,
you know from Troubleshooting
Question #2 that the Q logic levels
are 0111. Therefore, the required
four input highs for the NAND can
be obtained from the Q outputs of
FF#1, FF#2, and FF#3 plus the
inverted Q output of FF#4.

When the counter advances one
count beyond 7, the LEDs normally
would light to show an 8 (1000 at

the LEDs). But, at the 8 count, all
four NAND inputs are high (1111),
so the NAND output delivers a low
to all of the RESET terminals. This
clears the 4 flip flops to low outputs
(0000) almost instantaneously-so
rapidly in fact, that the LED read-
out does not show a 1000 readout
for number 8.

Since the flip flops have been
stopped at low outputs by the

23 22

FF #4

Q

C

RESET

21 20

FF #3

C

RESET

FF #2

Q

RESET

C

EEC

-0-4- CLOCK

( RESET-
COUNTING ZERO TO SEVEN

Figure 4 Addition of a 4 -input NAND to control the RESET state allows the circuit to count to 7, reset to zero, count to 7

again, etc. When all of the NAND inputs are high at the count of 8, the output of the NAND at the RESET terminals goes
low, thus resetting all 4 binary digits to 0.
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RESET low, the counting can't
begin until the RESET terminal is
brought high. The NAND inputs
(for the 0000 zero count) are 0111;
therefore, the NAND immediately
changes to a high output, and the
zero count is brought step by step
up to seven, where on the next
count it is reset back to zero.

This description covers slightly
more than one complete counting
cycle, and the cycles continue until
the power is removed.

Table 1 shows the logic levels in
the Figure 3 circuit, proving that
only the eight count has a low
output from the NAND, which is
necessary to reset the counting back
to zero.

Also, notice that the Q output
column counts down from 15 to 8,
while the Q output (and LEDs)
count up from 0 to 7. The same
circuit could be used for a 15 -to -8
countdown, if the LEDs were con-
nected to the Q outputs.

Simplifying the circuit
In Figure 4, a minor change can

eliminate the inverter (NOT gate).
We know that the Q output digital
level is always opposite the level at
the Q output, and vice versa.
Therefore, we can wire the fourth
NAND input direct to the Q output
of FF#4, instead of to the Q output
through an inverter (see Figure 5).
In other words, the internal inverter
of the flip flop is used instead of
the external one.

Incidentally, there's an easy way
of changing the wiring slightly so
the NAND is not needed for
counting to 7 and resetting. How-
ever, there's a serious limitation.
Can you figure it out before next
month?

Troubleshooting
Question #3

Suppose you are testing the
circuit of Figure 5, but instead
of resetting after the 7 count,
it counts to 15 before reset-
ting. Which is likely to be the
cause of the malfunction: (1)
a defective flip flop; (2) an
incorrect clock signal; or (3)
a defective NAND?

Experiment #4
When a counter is not function -

continued on page 27
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Though our name has

changed, the quality of our service remains
the same.

Effective June 1,1978, AIWA International will officially
become AIWA America, Inc. AIWA America will maintain its high
caliber of service networks across the country, and further
strengthen its existing network with even greater support for you,
our loyal technicians.

Our growth and development within a very short period of
time has necessitated this change. AIWA products have fast
become known as demand products, backed by quality and
integrity. Our quality control programs and service support have
helped us to reach these heights.

And again, we thank you, our service centers, for your share
of this success.

Please note that AIWA America, Inc. will continue to
distribute and stock parts for Meriton and Tovo products.

AIWA America, Inc., 35 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074
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SUPS

V0111 MOWN:

Nero coat

' Reg Dupont 11,13,0,4

FIND COMPONENT PROBLEMS . . .

quickly and cheaply with

SUPER FREEZE
100% FREON 12® . The best chilling agent

 Locate Thermal Intermittents * Shrink parts from press fit

 Chill leads of transistors and phono cartridges to
minimize solder heat damage

* Find Cracked P.C. boards  Safe - No residue

SPECIAL PRICE FOR DEALERS

$210 18 oz. can with extension tube

($3 min order plus postage)

417r111 PHONE ORDER SERVICE PROTECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP
Boo 176

1-800-558-9572 Whitewater, WI 53190
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Help!
Anytime your have a question
about your subscription to
Electronic Servicing, please
include a mailing label to
insure prompt service on your
inquiry.

Change of Address
If you're about to move,
please let us know approxi-
mately eight weeks before the
move comes about. Simply
affix your present label here,
and carefully print the updated
information below.

Please Help Us
to Serve You Better

Name

Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

(Please Pont)
Employer

Address

City State Zip

1

AFFIX LABEL HERE
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Miles Offshore!
Far out in the Gulf, drilling and

construction oil rigs stand like giant
metal mushrooms. Crews of workers
spend many days on the platforms,
isolated by distance and weather
from the mainland. Even with well
equipped recreation rooms that in-
clude pool tables and regular movie
showings, they depend on television
sports and news for relaxation and
information.

Getting and keeping good, watch -
able pictures means overcoming two
major problems: distance from tv
transmitters-as much as 150 miles
or more-and the ravages of salt
spray and gale winds on antennas.

Clifton Giroir, Winegard Dealer
Associated with Houma Avionics.

Houma Avionics and Winegard
dealer Clifton "Pookie" Giroir (An-
tenna Service Company), have be-
come specialists in tv antenna

installations on oil rigs, both drilling
and production types. Giroir's early
efforts on jobs contracted by Houma
Avionics, were as a "troubleshooter"
for antenna installations which were
not working properly.

As he states it, "We replaced un-
satisfactory equipment with com-
plete Winegard systems, from antenna
to the tv outlets. While models vary
by distance from shore and specific
installation problems, we use
Chromstar antennas, Chromstar
high gain-low noise preamplifiers,
and other Winegard electronic com-
ponents. This may include a distri-
bution amplifier, cartridge filters,
and up to 8 or 10 outlets. With drill-
ing rigs, the antenna is mounted on
the derrick crown, 150-200 feet high.
On production rigs, the antenna is
mounted on the communications
tower, with cable run to the crew's
home base platform.

We prefer Winegard products for
these oil rig installations. Winegard
has everything we need in their line,
components are compatible and
reliable. The antennas are anodized
and very ruggedly constructed:'

Giroir, in working with Houma
Avionics, has developed many tech-
niques for dealing with unusual in-
stallations, particularly in assuring
longer life for oil rig antennas which
face destructive conditions con-
stantly. He adds to his knowledge by
attending Winegard technical sem-
inars, and by tackling, for Houma
Avionics, the very toughest oil rig
antenna installation problems in the
Gulf of Mexico.

WI N EGAR D WORKS... Everywhere!

1\1 The Winegard Company 3000 Kirkwood Street Burlington, Iowa 52601
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ing properly, it's often easier to
locate the problem by stepping the
counter slowly one digit at a time
while a logic probe measures the
various highs and lows. However,
the contact bounce of conventional
switches sometimes obscures the
results by adding extra unwanted
pulses.

To obtain single logic changes, a
bounceless switch (Figure 6) re-
places the clock signal.

Follow this method of advancing
the counter manually:
 Construct the bounceless switch
of Figure 6.
 Use a logic probe to verify the
high and low outputs obtained
when the switch is operated.
 If your probe can identify
glitches, then verify that the output
has no glitches.
 In Figure 5, disconnect the clock
signal from the FF#1 clock input,
and connect the output of the
bounceless switch to the clock
input.
 Operate the bounceless switch
slowly to step the counter. Observe
that the count changes when the
bounceless switch output goes from
logic 1 to logic 0, as is typical of
TTL devices. (Use your logic probe
to determine when the high -to -low
transition takes place.)
 Open the output circuit of the
NAND, and connect the RESET
leads to a permanent high (the
+5 -volt supply). This eliminates the
resetting after the 7 count, and the
counter will count to 15, and then
repeat. Beginning with zero count,
step the counter with the bounce -
less switch and notice that the
NAND output is high until the
count reaches 8. At that point, the
NAND output should go low. This
is normal operation. (If you were
troubleshooting a defective counter,
any wrong responses would indicate
a bad NAND, or improper inputs
to the NAND. Check the inputs
with the logic probe.)
 Reconnect the counter for the
zero -through -7 count.
 Use the squarewave output of the
555 timer circuit to operate the
counter at about one count -change
per second, and observe the count.
It should count up to 7, reset to 0
count, and then count up to 7, etc.

continued on page 28
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Figure 5 The NOT gate of Figure 4 can be eliminated by taking the NAND input from the 0 output of FF#4,
rather than from the Q output through the NOT.

Industrial
continued from page 27

Experiment #5
Design a way to wire the counter

so it counts from 0 decimal (0000
binary) up to 11 decimal (1011)
before resetting.

Don't use any NOT gates (in-
verters), but include the 4 -input
NAND gate, in the same general
way as Figure 5.

Next Month
The answer to Experiment #5 will

be given first next month, followed

+ 5V

BOUNCELESS SWITCH

HIGH OR LOW

OUTPUT

Figure 6 Build this bounceless switch (actually a D -latch) to
advance the counting circuit manually.

by additional notes about program-
ming counters both up and down.
Finally, a digital readout for the
counter will be described.

Answers To The
Troubleshooting Questions

Question#1 Probably the SET
terminal is wired to a logic 0
instead of the proper logic 1,
causing the toggled flip flop to be
stuck in the high condition. Less
likely is the possibility that the J

and/or K terminals might have a
logic 0, and assuming that the flip
flop happened to have a high when
first energized. It's not likely the
RESET is wrong.

Question #2 The Q logic levels
always are opposite to those of the
Q outputs. An 8 -count at the LEDs
and the Q outputs is 1000; there-
fore, it is 0111 at the Q outputs.

Question #3 The most likely cause
of the counter continuing to 15,
rather than resetting after 7, is a
defective NAND gate. If one of the
flip flops is defective, the circuit
could not count to 15. Also, the
clock signal must be okay, else the
counter could not count at all (or,
the 0 -to -15 count would not be
normal). Of course, there is a
remote possibility that one of the Q
outputs is defective, or not reaching
the NAND.
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Servicing Betamax Videotape Recorders

By Harry Kybett

Basics Of
VTR Servos Q

Servo systems are included in VTRs
to control the rotating speed and
position of heads and capstans.
Here are the facts behind the
circuits.

Figure 1 Each vertical -sync interval
must be placed precisely near the end
of each slanted track, so that head
switching follows the vertical sync in
the unused part of the vertical interval.
This drawing has several errors, but it
conveys the right idea.

Head Phase
Videotapes could be recorded

without any speed control equip-
ment except a synchronous motor
to drive the heads. However, the
results would be totally unsatis-
factory, because the vertical sync
would be placed at a different point
of the track each time the motor
was started.

As shown in Figure 1, the vertical
sync MUST be recorded at the
same precise spot on each and
every track.

Although a synchronous motor is
forced by its design to run at the
proper multiple of the 60 -Hz line
frequency, one more condition is

needed: the location (phase) of the
head must be known and con-
trolled.

Therefore, all videotape recorders
have some kind of a servo system to
control BOTH the speed and phase
(position) of the heads during
recording and playback.

Servos
In general, a servo system con-

trols the position (phase) and the
rotation speed (frequency) of some
piece of machinery. Common ex-
amples are auto pilots in airplanes
and the adjustable stabilizer fins of
ships. Servos not only command the

continued on page 30

VIDEO HEAD
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Beta max
continued from page 29

equipment to do the operation
that's wanted, but they also check
to see that those commands are
carried out.

Basically, servos are simple cir-
cuits, and the main differences
between the various types are the
specific input and output signals.

VTR servos
Servos in videotape recorders

must perform these three functions:
 Speed of the heads and the
capstan must be controlled very
accurately at all times.
 During recording, the speed is
determined by the sync in the
composite video, and the phase is
controlled so the vertical interval of
each vertical field is placed at the
desired specific point of each
one -field slant track.
 For playback, the servo must
know where each slant track is
located, then according to the
control information recorded on the
tape, it controls the head speed and
phase, bringing the head to the
proper place on the track at the
right time.

All VTRs have a head servo, but
do not always have a capstan servo.
Simple VTRs drive the capstan at
constant speed with a belt from a
synchronous motor. The better
machines supply a servo -controlled
DC motor to drive the capstan.

Betamax VTRs have both head
and capstan servos, and these will
be examined separately. The Beta -
max capstan servo also contains the

Figure 2 A basic servo might have this
block diagram. The comparator has
two inputs. One input is supplied with
a stable -frequency signal that serves
as a standard. The other input signal
comes from the motor being con-
trolled (to indicate whether or not it is
complying with the control com-
mands). The error signal is a series of
pulses with varying heights. After
integration and amplification, the re-
sulting DC power drives the motor.

speed -sense circuits, the muting
circuits, and the internal vertical -
drive reference generator. These
will be explained later, before the
final section about servicing.

Basic Servos
A servo system has two input

signals and one output signal that's
used to control one of the input
signals. (You TV techs will notice
similarities to phase detectors that
permit the frequency -control and
phase -locking of chroma and hori-
zontal oscillators. All of these,
including the servo, are examples of
phase -locked loops where the stan-
dard and variable frequencies are
the same.)

One input is a sensing feedback
signal from the motor (this signal
varies in step with the motor speed
and phase), and the other is a fixed
(reference) signal. These two signals
are compared for frequency and
phase, as shown in Figure 2.

Any phase difference between the
two input signals changes the error -
correction output signal, which is
filtered and amplified before it is
applied to the motor where it
controls the speed.

These feedback, reference input,
and error signals can be DC levels,
pulses, square waves, or sine waves.
In Betamax, all are used somewhere
in the servo system.

Different reference signals are
used for record and playback
modes. Usually the feedback signals

from the motor sensor remain the
same.

Pulse servo
One type of VTR servo has

pulses at both inputs. However, the
waveforms are changed before they
are compared. The reference pulse
triggers a multivibrator (see Figure
3), and its output square wave is
integrated into a curved ramp (saw -
tooth).

The sensor -feedback pulse trig-
gers a one-shot, which produces a
narrow output pulse. This pulse is
caused to "sample" the ramp at the
comparator. Output of the com-
parator is a series of pulses whose
height vary in the shape of the
ramp. These pulses are integrated
and amplified before they control
the motor speed.

Figure 4 shows a simple method
of sampling. The transistor can
amplify only when the base has
forward bias from the ramp and
the collector has positive pulses.
Output from the emitter is a series
of pulses having widths equal to
that of the sampling pulses, and a
voltage level equal to that of the
input ramp at the time of sampling.

Here's how it works. If the motor
runs slow, the sampling pulses will
arrive later at the comparator,
when the ramp has increased to a
higher voltage. Therefore, the inte-
grated output pulses have a higher
DC average voltage, which forces
the motor to rotate faster. Of
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Figure 3 One type of servo has pulses at both inputs, but the reference pulses are changed to square waves,
and then to rounded ramps before they are applied to the comparator. The tips of the error signal trace the
shape of the ramp.

course, these actions are reversed if
the motor speed is too fast.

Single -input servo
One circuit that does not require

two input signals to the servo is
shown in Figure 5A. A multitoothed
wheel and a pickup coil inside the
motor produces a near-sinewave
having a repetition frequency that
varies in step with the motor speed.
The average frequency depends on
the model of the machine, and
might be any between 180 Hz and
10 KHz.

This circuit is called a "frequen-
cy generator" or FG type. The sine
waves from the FG coil are ampli-
fied excessively until the resulting
overload changes them into square -
waves, which then are divided into
two paths. One generates and
shapes the reference sawteeth, while
the other path supplies pulses for
the comparator.

During the following explanation,
remember that one -shots are trig-
gered by negative -going edges of
the input signals. After triggering,
the output is "high" and remains

"high" for a fixed period of
time-determined by a time con-
stant-before the output reverts to
zero or "low." Then, the output
stays "low" until the one-shot is
triggered again.

Refer to the waveform drawings
in Figure 5B as this servo is ex-
plained. Each falling edge of the
line 1 square waves triggers the first
one-shot, which generates the
Time -1 output pulses of line 2. In
turn, each falling edge of the line 2
pulses triggers the second one-shot,
producing the wider Time -2 pulses
of line 3. Important note: neither of
these two one-shot pulses vary in
width as the servo regulates the
motor speed. However, the spaces
between the Time -1 and Time -2
pulses will change.

The line 3 pulses are inverted
continued on page 32

Figure 4 Here is one kind of sampling
circuit. The transistor can't amplify
until the collector has a positive -going
pulse and the base has a positive -
going ramp signal. The output wave-
form shows the shape of the base
signal by the pulse heights.
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continued from page 31

and then integrated to form the
positive ramps of line 4. According
to the facts just given, the height
and width of these ramps will
change during servo operation,
while the zero -line spaces between
the ramps will not change.

For the other path between FG
coil and comparator, the line 1

square waves trigger a third one-
shot, and those line -5 output pulses
are sent to the comparator where
they sample the ramps formed by
the other path.

Correct motor speed
Notice that the leading edges of

the Time -1 pulses of line 2 coincide
with the leading edge of the line -5
sampling pulses, because both are
triggered by the negative -going
falling edges of the same line -1
input square waves. This coinci-
dence of edges does not change.
Also, it has been stated that the
width of the Time -1 and Time -2

pulses never vary, but the spaces
between them should vary in width
with the speed -adjusting operation
of the servo.

Because the width of spaces
between the Time -2 pulses determ-
ines the width of the ramps, it
follows that the ramp widths will
change when widths of the input
line -1 square waves become wider
or narrower. However, the starting
time is not changed, and the ramp
finishing time is not important, so
this change will be ignored to make
the explanation simpler.

Correct motor speed requires that
the time of the first (point X) and
second (point Y) falling edges of the
line -1 square waves occur at the
same point (X and Y) on two
successive ramps (as shown in
Figure 5B). With those conditions,
the integrated error signal has a
constant DC voltage, and the motor
speed is not changed.

This is possible ONLY when the

time of one line -1 square wave has
a certain precise ratio to the total
time of Time -1 plus Time -2. When
the motor speed changes, the time
of one square wave changes in step,
but the Time -1 plus Time -2 re-
mains fixed. Therefore, the ramps
are the "standard" of comparison
for the position of the line -5
sampling pulses. And the positions
of the sampling pulses relative to
the ramps varies with the motor
speed.

Fast motor speed
Suppose the motor begins to run

faster than the design speed. The
line -1 input square waves are
narrowed (more cycles per second).
In Figure SC, assume that the
motor speeds up after the first
falling edge of the line -1 square
waves (at X). The first line -5
sampling pulse arrives at the center

continued on page 34

Figure 5 A "frequency -generator" servo holds the motor at one precise speed, according to the time constants of the two
one-shot multivibrators. (A) This is the block diagram of a FG servo. (B) When the motor is running at the correct speed,
these are the waveforms and phase of the signals shown on the diagram. (C) A faster motor speed narrows the square
waves, and the pulse samples the ramp at a point of lower voltage, to reduce the motor speed. (D) If the motor runs too
slow, the square waves become wider, and the pulse samples the ramp later at a point having higher voltage. After inte-
gration and amplification of the error signal, the DC power that's applied to the motor is increased, thus speeding up the
rotation.
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(B) CORRECT SPEED

z
(C) FAST SPEED

SPECIAL REPORT:
Jack Darr, Service Editor of
Radio -Electronics writes:
Oneida's Nu -Color Picture Tube
Restorer 'Lives up to its name'
This device is designed to

restore color to old picture
tubes with one or more weak
guns.

I had a trade-in Wards TV,
with a picture tube so bad it
had to be seen to be believed.
The blue gun read almost nor-
mal emission; the green gun
would come up to the bottom
end of the BAD sector on the
meter; and the red gun just
barely wiggled the needle.

The Nu -Color model 90A is
a plug-in device that is in-
serted between the picture
tube and socket, like a
brightener. However, it is not
a brightener, at least in the
usual sense of the word. Between its plug and socket is a little box
with three color -coded slide controls, one for each color.

Starting with all controls at the OFF position, I plugged the Nu -
Color in and turned the set on. As expected, the raster was a bright
blue. I adjusted the controls of the Nu -Color and came up with a
good- looking color -bar pattern. Twiddling the grey scale and the Nu -
Color controls gave an excellent color picture. Reds saturated nor-
mally, with the color control all the way up and all other things look-
ed very good! This device lives up to its claims and its name; it cer-
tainly did "restore the color" to this old dog.

As Oneida is careful to explain, the Nu -Color is not intended as a
"cure-all" for color troubles, but it will help correct problems due to
unbalanced picture -tube emission. The device can be installed and ad-
justed in the home with very little trouble.
For details write: Dalton Smith, President, Oneida Electronic Mfg.
Co., Box 678, Meadville, Pa. 16335

Circle (15) on Reply Card

TE

U L listed

Draws only 5.4 amps.
High impact housing with-
stands hard knocks of shop
use. For information on the
MASTER -MITE Heat Gun
or the full line of Master
Heat tools, contact your
distributor or write:

MASTER cIPP&I)/4!4'eatilytatuNt_

2420 18th Street, Racine
Wis. 53404 (414)633-7791

X Y

(D) SLOW SPEED

nmsTER.MI
HEM GUN FROM MASTER

Conver,ler,t
Hanging L000

Rugged, Anodized,

Safety Light- Easy to see .
indicates unit is -on "

Air Cooled Barrel

One Hand Control -
Three-way switch operated

with simple finger movement.

Now bring a new dimension
to heat shrinking as well as
countless other industrial
applications. Easier to han-
dle . . . only two pounds
with nozzle . . . perfectly
balanced.

Three easily interchange-
able color -coded nozzles to

- speed specific jobs. Silver
(standard) ... used for most
shrinkables (475° F.). Blue
nozzle for Mylar* (500° F.)

. . . and Black for Teflon*
(800° F.) both optional
equipment. Nozzles can be
changed in seconds.
Rect. Trade Name of DuPont

Send for your free full line
catalog page and price list.

Canada, contact Martin Industrial Sales Ltd. 4445 Harvester Road.
C1.1 Burlington, Ontario.

Circle (16) on Reply Card
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Figure 6 Many head wheels are operated at a slightly
excessive speed, then a magnetic brake slows the rotation
speed and keeps it constant. The pole pieces and rotor
strongly resemble a simple motor, but this brake operates
by changing the eddy -current drag.

Beta max
continued from page 32

of the first line -4 ramp (as it should
when the speed is correct).

However, the next falling edge
(Y) and sampling pulse occur
during an earlier (lower voltage)
time of the second ramp. So, after
sampling, the error voltage has a
lower DC value, which reduces the
motor speed.

Slow motor speed
When the motor runs slower, the

square waves of line 1 become
wider. Assuming that the motor
speed is correct at the first falling
edge of the square waves (X in
Figure 5D), the slower motor speed
moves the next sampling pulse (Y
of line 5) to the right. Thus, this
pulse arrives during a higher ramp
voltage, and the integrated error
voltage has a higher DC value,
which speeds up the motor.

Sensitive motor control
With the single -input type of

servo, the speed correction occurs
very rapidly after slight changes of
speed. Therefore, large speed errors
don't occur.

Head Servo
In most small VTRs, the head is

NOT directly driven by a motor.

VIDEO HEAD DISC
MAGNET MOUNTING

STUD

S
MAGNET

10 PIECE

/PG COIL

LOWER DRUM

PG COIL (Bi

HEAD TACH
FEEDBACK

Figure 7 Location and speed of the video heads in the
Betamax are sensed by the Pulse Generator (PG) coils as
the magnets pass by them. The magnets are not evenly
spaced, so the pulses can indicate which of the two heads
is in contact with the tape.

Instead, it is belt -driven about 1%
too fast by the main AC motor,
then is slowed to the correct speed
by a variable magnetic brake. Any
speed variations are corrected by a
change of brake current from the
servo.

These magnetic brakes have the
appearance of squirrel -cage motors,
as shown in Figure 6. The head -
servo circuit provides the proper
amount of DC current to slow the
shaft and head speed to the correct
value. When the head speed is too
low, the servo decreases the DC
current. And the servo increases the
current when needed to slow down
the head rotation.

All consumer cassette VTRs have
this type of head servo, although
some smaller portables use a DC
motor to rotate the heads.

Feedback (that describes the
head position) comes to the servo
circuit from the "head tach" or
"PG" coils. These coils are mounted
in the non-moving lower drum
(Figure 7), where magnets on the
rotating head drum pass near the
coils, thus inducing pulses.

These PG magnets are placed
180° apart in most VTRs; but in
the Betamax, they are offset as
shown in Figure 7.

Pulses from the PG coils provide
the 30 -Hz head -switching signal for
playback, and the offset magnets
allow the heads to be identified for
chroma-phase switching.

Also, pulses from the PG coils
are used during recording as the
feedback signal, while the reference
is the vertical sync of the incoming
video. For playback, the PG pulses
again are the feedback signal, and
the reference is the signals pre-
viously recorded on the tape control
track.

Capstan Servo
When a capstan servo is included

in a VTR, a DC motor provides a
belt drive, or direct drive, to the
capstan; a magnetic brake is not
used. The DC drive to the motor Is
the output signal from the servo.

In the dual -speed Betamax, a
capstan servo is essential to provide
a smooth speed change without
mechanical complications, and also
to maintain good control of the
tape motion at the low speed.

Next Month
This information has been gener-

al in nature. Therefore, specific
Betamax servo circuits will be
explained next month. 0
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Painless service prices
Service management seminar, part 9
Now that you have calculated accurate and fair service rates,
how do you convince Mrs. Customer? By Dick Glass, CET

Don't Defend Unfair Pricing
If your service rates ARE unfair,

you should feel guilty as you collect
for them.

For example, suppose you made
out a bill for six or seven expensive
components, a major diagnosis
charge, parts installation fees, and
other charges totalling $225. But, in
truth you had installed nothing but
one 27 -cent AC plug! You didn't
even remove the back to check for
intermittent joints, weak tubes, or a
heeded vertical adjustment.

Because parts were charged for,
but not installed, and the customer
was deceived into believing work
had been done, when it was not,
the repair bill was "unfair." Also,
you committed several crimes, such
as theft, deception, and fraud. You
are guilty, and should feel guilty.
What's more, your guilt will reflect
on the entire servicing fraternity.

Well, most of us agree that such
a repair and pricing would be
totally and completely unfair. Next,
we'll go to the other extreme.

Super -Fair Pricing
In contrast to the bad example,

imagine you repaired one routine
defect, inspected the chassis for
borderline problems, touched -up a
couple of adjustments, and air -
checked for two hours before
charging the customer your usual
"minor" labor fee. Let's say the
total bill was between $20 and $40,
although we all know there is no
agreement about a specific charge.

If that repair charge has been
calculated to reflect your proper
costs of performing the service (as
all of your charges should be), is
the total charge fair? Should you
feel guilty when presenting the bill?

Almost everyone answers "Yes"
to the first and "No" to the second
question. You NEVER have reason
to feel guilty about charging a fair
price for good service. Neither
should you feel guilty about raising

your service rates, if your efficiency
is average or better, and those
higher prices are essential for
permitting you to provide the
good -quality service your customers
demand.

(Editor's Note: Dick Glass oper-
ates a consulting and accounting
service for electronic businesses,
and this gives him access to actual
first-hand information about typical
prices, profits, and costs of doing
business. He reports that probably
thousands of you are "giving away"
your labor because you are afraid
of customer displeasure if you
increase your rates to a profitable
level. If this is true of you and your
business, we strongly recommend
that you study again the previous
eight installments, and then take

Dick's TV Service
7046 Doris Dr.
Indpls., In 241-7783
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Figure 1 Small, cheap, and simple are
words that describe these "feed -store"
service forms. However, such inexpen-
sive forms invite doubt and questions
about your pricing. In the long view,
they can cost much more than the
detailed forms.

the actions needed for your financial
improvement.)

Ordeal Of Presenting The Bill
Even when they KNOW their

charges are perfectly fair, it's true
that many (perhaps most) service
technicians and dealers feel anxiety
about presenting each bill. They
know the customer will not (and
cannot) appreciate the technical
expertise required to overcome the
problems. Also, they suspect each
customer is well-acquainted with
the many expose's and accusations
leveled in our direction. In fact,
most customers seem to believe
every service job is another ripoff,
such as the bad example described
at the beginning.

Yes, the task of collecting fair
service charges often is a distasteful
one!

Heart Of The Problem
If you have done everything

recommended in this series, includ-
ing the calculation of service rates
based on actual costs plus a
reasonable profit, you should know
without any question that your
rates are fair.

Therefore, your most imperative
need is to convince the set -owning
customers that your rates ARE fair.
Unfortunately, this important area
has been ignored by our industry.
We desperately need methods and
aids to help with this acute prob-
lem. The following 6 -step plan will
detail some valuable methods.

Create Better Attitude
And Image

Preventing customer complaints
about pricing involves many items,
such as: belief by your entire
organization that the rates ARE
fair; the professional appearance of
your employees, shop, and office;
showing customers some of the
electronic complexities; effective

continued on page 36
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Service management
continued from page 35

estimating practices, detailed and
attractive invoices; an "outside
authority" pricing system; well -
lettered pricing signs in the shop;
and a positive attitude reflected by
everyone on your staff.

Step 1-Calculate fair rates
Use the methods given in previ-

ous articles to calculate the return
you need on the money and goods
invested in the business, and to
calculate the salary you and your
employees should have. Don't use
prices from any outside source as a
guide. If you do, you'll destroy the
immense value of KNOWING with-
out any doubts or questions what
prices are fair.

We can't overstate the absolute
necessity of this step. Calculate
your proper rates before you begin
to do the other steps.

Step 2-Believe in your rates
You can't believe your rates are

fair unless you have calculated
them. In addition, you must know
that your shop is not inefficient,
unlucky, or undercapitalized, and
does not have excessive expenses or
poorly -trained employees.

To acquire this knowledge, you
must compare your operation
against others in the same field. It's
likely you are doing an outstanding
job of managing an efficient busi-

ness in an industry where that is
difficult to do. One way to find out
is to join one of the national service
associations, talk to other shop
managers, and attend several man-
agement schools.

Only after you know (both in-
tellectually and emotionally) that
your service rates are fair to both
you and your customers, should you
try to convince your employees of
these truths.

Call a meeting (on company time)
and explain the relationship be-
tween your prices and their wages.
If necessary, reveal the cost per-
centages. Prove to the employees
that there is no magic way of
making money; it must come from
the prices charged to customers.

Remember: the attitudes of your
employees will show through them
to the customers. Therefore, unless
both you and your employees
believe in the fairness of the rates,
the other aids for preventing pricing
complaints can't be totally success-
ful.

Step 3-Professional appearance
Perhaps we all suffer somewhat

from the delusion that the value of
our technical expertise is obvious,
thus entitling us to perform service
work in dirty, smelly bib -overalls
without any adverse effect on the
amount we can collect without re -

TECH. TECHNICAL SERVICES PERFORMED AMOUNT

Trip Charge

Return Trip or Pick-up Charge

Delivery and/or Installation

Service Charge for mileage beyond normal radius

Analysis or Bench Diagnosis

Convergence

Align

Align

Replace

Replace

Figure 2 The Tech Service form by Tech Spray is printed in blue and yellow. It
has many categories for analysis, adjustments, and parts replacements that are
rated in "units". The total labor is determined by the units multiplied by the
hourly rate.
(Courtesy of Tech Spray, Inc.)

sentment. Not true!
If you dress as a professional

should; if you look like an educated
person who attended a technical
school; if you radiate the assurance
of competence; and if you don't act
sheepish about the charges, then
the customers will pay your rates
without question.

On the other hand, if you seem
apprehensive when presenting the
bill, and if your clothing appears to
be from a rummage sale, it's likely
your customer will not be satisfied
with the price, even if it is so low
that you are losing money.

You can test the value of a good
appearance without much cost or
trouble. Try wearing a new shirt
with tie, a blazer, shined clean
shoes, and the latest kind of slacks.
Make sure you have a fresh haircut
and are well-groomed. Paint or
clean up your truck, and make
certain the signs are readable and
attractive. At first, your regular
customers might tease you about a
possible new girl friend, but when
they learn your improved pro-
fessional appearance is not a one -
day event, you will hear less com-
plaining about prices.

Step 4-Reveal technical complexity
Customers are vaguely aware that

electronic equipment is mysterious
and complex, but a few unobtrusive
demonstrations will prove to them
that you are performing service
work which few people can do.

It's not necessary to lecture in
electronic slang, or to do anything
obvious. Just let them see you use
some of your fancy equipment,
especially those devices that look as
though they came out of Star Wars.

Of course, it's easier to make a
home service call without taking in
a tube checker, a dot -bar generator,
a digital meter, or a module caddy.
But, if you want to earn maximum
respect for your knowledge, haul
such items of equipment into each
home, and operate them.

Once I knew a shop-owner/tech-
nician who usually entered homes
during calls with only a universal
handle and a few screwdriver/nut-
driver blades hidden in his hip
pocket. I've often wondered what
his customers thought about a tech-
nician who apparently started a
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service call without any tools or
equipment. Of course, he had the
usual equipment in the truck; but
first impressions are important.

In the shop, let your customers
see you from a distance as you use
those mysterious space-age gadgets
on their machines. After the repairs
are finished, you can elevate your
technical image by making a casual
remark, such as, "Your flyback
checked fine on the sweep -circuit
tester." Or, "My video analyzer
proves your TV needs a complete
IF alignment." Who would question
modern science or the value of
equipment which provides a precise
diagnosis?

Contrast that customer's reaction
with another who watched a "tech-
nician" use one worn-out screw-
driver to pound on the insides of
his TV, in the midst of a cluttered
bench without any visible test
equipment. You can bet the second
customer is going to be suspicious

of ANY price he is charged!

Step 5-Invoices and pricing systems
Experience indicates that about

half of the nation's 50,000 service
businesses could increase their dol-
lar incomes about 20%, while
reducing pricing complaints by
about 50%. How? By throwing
away all of their cheap unimpres-
sive service tickets, and buying new
professional invoices.

An adequate service invoice
should tell the essential details of
each repair, and break it down into
functions. All parts used should be
itemized and priced separately.

I believe that a detailed and
attractive service -invoice form will
be more important to you in
making a profit than the repair job
itself! It gives the impression of
having nothing to hide, and this
can ease the natural skepticism of
many customers.

Examine the "feed store" billing

SOLID-STATE REPLACEMENTS
FOR TV HV RECTIFIER TUBES

Replace vacuum and gas rectifier
tubes with thoroughly proved (in use
for over 8 years) solid-state, silicon
rectifier Solid -Tubes.® They meet or
exceed standard tube ratings. Only 6
replace 37 vacuum tubes. Off shelf
distributor delivery.

You'll make mote money because
there's a bigger profit and your
customer will get: no more filament
burn out (They're perfect replace-
ments when the HV filament trans-
former burns out.) Constant output.
Long life; reliable and dependable. No
warm up. No heat. Replacements
available for all tubes.

EDI
R -3A3
R-3AT2
R-3DS3
R-3DB3
R-2AV2
R-DW4
R-3DR3

SYLVANIA
ECG -508
ECG -509
ECG -514
ECG -510
ECG -511
ECG -512
ECG- 514

SOLID-STATE TUBE
CROSS REFERENCE LIST

GENERAL
ELECTRIC ZENITH
GESS-3A3 S -3A3
G ESS-3AT2 S3AT2

G ESS-3DB3 S-3DB3
G ESS-2AVZ -
G ESS-6DW4 -
G ESS-3DS3 -

RCA
SK3756
SK3757
SK3761
SK3758
SK3759
SK3760
SK3761

Send For Complete Information Kit

pilielectronic devices
w 21 Gray Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. 10710

(914) 965-4400, TWX 710 560.0021

Circle (17) on Reply Card

form in Figure 1, and contrast it
with the excellent forms by Tech -
Spray and Sperry -Tech. We have
shown as much of these forms as
possible in Figures 2 and 3.

When listed on the "feed store"
form, even the most complicated
and expensive repair job appears to
be minor (and thus overpriced).

The larger 81/2" by 11%" forms
seem to be excessively bulky and
complicated, compared to the 31/2"
by 51/2" "feed store" type. But they
are worth much more than the
small amount of extra trouble and
expense. First, they reduce cus-
tomer complaints, because each
component or each labor procedure
is detailed. It's difficult to argue
against detailed facts, and cus-
tomers will visualize extensive ser-
vice operations because of the many
listings. This brings the listings into
balance with the reality of the work
done.

continued on page 38

The next time you need
a tuner repaired or module rebuilt:

Remember
FAST SERVICE

Remember
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

Remember
ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Remember
PTS ELECTRONICS

MO mili
N M IMONNwil MEM

ON MONIIMIIIIN
MINEMOINOIMIIIIIMO

S

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
SEE THE YELLOW PAGES FOR THE

PTS SERVICENTER LOCATION NEAREST YOU

Circle (18) on Reply Card
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Service management
continued from page 37

Any reduction of callbacks and
rework jobs from complaints helps
you to make more profit with less
work.

Of course, you should have your
shop logo, business name, complete
address, and phone number printed
on the forms. This information is
cheaper to add with a rubber
stamp. Unfortunately, it also looks
cheap.

One more thing: Don't delay in
obtaining new service forms. After
you are convinced that new forms
would help your business, you
might be tempted to wait until the
old forms are used up. Don't do it!
Throw out the old ones the same
day the new forms are received.

Outside -authority pricing systems
Both Tech -Spray and Sperry -

Tech offer excellent incremental -
pricing systems that reduce com-
plaints by listing average times for
specific service functions. You then
determine the price per hour for
your shop. These systems increase
your customer's confidence in your
charges by listing repair times

according to a third person (outside
authority). This minimizes any
suspicions that you might be mak-
ing up the times or prices from
guesswork or whims.

These systems will be described
later in detail.

Step 6-Price and policy signs
Take a few moments, while you

are alone in your shop, and look at
the signs in the reception area.
Most shops have one or more signs
that list the various prices to be
expected for certain common types
of repair jobs. Look at these signs
as though you have never seen them
before.

Are they dirty, faded, or cracked
from age? Are they little more than
some barely -readable lists that you
scribbled with a marker pen?
Originally, were they professionally
lettered, but have had some of the
prices marked over until they now
are an eyesore?

If your signs are in any of these
deplorable conditions, have new
attractive ones made. And do it
now. Customers don't want to see

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION TECH CHARGES CODE AMOUNT

°Outside Service
 TRIP
 RETURN TRIP

 DELIVERY & REINSTALL

 MILEAGE

0 Preliminary Diagnosis
 1ST  2ND

QA Antenna- MATV
 MINOR  MAJOR

0 Remove & Replace
 CABINET  MAIN CHASSIS
 TUNER  SUB ASSEMBLIES

°Precision Adjustments
 AF PC  BIAS - AUDIO
 AFT  BIAS - RECORD
 CONVERGENCE  TONE ARM
 1. V RECT  CYCLING -RU

 SPEED REG
 TORQUE

 HEADS

Figure 3 A condensed version of the Sperry Tech pricing method is included in
the blue -and -pink service forms used by Sperry TV. Detailed labor functions are
rated in tenths of an hour, totalled at the end, and then multiplied by the
per -hour rate.

. (Courtesy of Sperry Tech, Inc.)

any evidence of price increases,
even though they are painfully
aware of inflation.

Also, hastily -drawn amateur
signs, or professional ones with
crude price changes lead the cus-
tomers to think you have guessed at
fair prices.

Attractive signs without changes
or corrections help convince your
customers that the prices were care-
fully selected and calculated; that
they were established some time
ago; that they fit a routine pattern
after having been tried and proved;
and therefore are not subject to
question or debate.

Electronic repairs are not bought
every week, and customers can't be
expected to know whether they are
getting a bargain, or being ripped
off. But routine prices help to quiet
many doubts. After all, prices that
are paid routinely by many others
just can't be very wrong.

Summary
The following is a summary of

the suggestions given here for mini-
mizing customer complaints about
high prices:
 Establish your service charges
(after you have reduced waste and
increased the efficiency) by using a
system which you know is fair to
you and to your customers.
 Convince yourself and your em-
ployees that your prices are a
bargain.
 Dress as though you are a well -
paid professional. Improve your
truck and shop in the same way.
 Reveal to your customers some of
the technical space-age equipment
and advanced knowledge you must
have for today's service work.

Use large and detailed pro-
fessional service invoices (the best
you can find).
 Take away most of the customer's
pricing fears by having prominent-
ly -displayed attractive signs. Don't
botch any price changes, but have
them appear as old as the sign
itself.

Display this condensed set of
pricing suggestions near your desk,
where you can see it every day, and
remind you of actions you should
take.
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Sam Wilson's
Technical Notebook

Charged Versus
Uncharged
Capacitors

By J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET

Your comments or questions
are welcome. Please give us
permission to quote from
your letters. Write to Sam at:

J. A. "Sam" Wilson
c/o Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Figure 1 What is the voltage between
terminals A and B? This is the
question that has aroused some con-
troversy.

Capacitor Question Revisited
One of the readers who disagreed

with some of the things I wrote
recently about capacitors is Larry
Reid, who lives in California.
Specifically, he objected to my
answer for question 3 of the quiz in
the February 1978 issue of Elec-
tronic Servicing.

The circuit is printed again in
Figure 1. My answer under the
stated conditions was and is: 100
VDC is present at the output. An
electrostatic meter (which draws no
current from the circuit) will show a
steady 100 volts.

However, capacitances in real -life
circuits don't remain uncharged
very long. That's where Reid went
wrong. Just as soon as current (even
from the load of a VTVM) is drawn
from the output, the capacitor
begins to accept a charge, and the
output voltage drops. The time
constant of the circuit determines
how fast the DC voltage drops.
And, notice that the conditions of
Figure 1 have changed now, be-
cause the capacitor no longer is

totally uncharged.
To prove his contention that un-

charged capacitors don't pass DC
voltage, Reid sent me a 1.5 -volt
battery wired in series with a
220-picofarad capacitor (Figure 2).
He said the capacitance was re-
duced to compensate for the lower
voltage, and that his VTVM
measured zero voltage at the out-
put.

Actually, the capacitance value
has nothing to do with the princi-
ple, but a larger capacitor value
would have given a short pulse of
DC voltage, thus showing him the
transient nature of the action.
Mathematical proof

The time constant of any re-
sistance -capacitance circuit can be
calculated easily from the formula:
Time equals the resistance (in
ohms) multiplied by the capacitance
(in farads). Assuming that a VTVM
having an input resistance of 11
megohms was used, the time con-
stant is: T = 11 X 106 X 220 X 10-12

T = 0.00242 seconds
continued on page 40

UNCHARGED
CAPACITOR

* 100 VDC

0- A

ZERO OR +100 V
TO METER ?

B
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Technical notebook
continued from page 39

V =1.5V

C

IE
220pF

11M12

VTVM

B

TEST CIRCUIT

Figure 2 One doubting reader sent in this battery and capacitor, saying he
couldn't measure any DC voltage with his VTVM. A larger capacitor would have
provided a DC voltage pulse of sufficient duration to be read on his meter.

+3

3000 MFD
CHARGE

DISCHARGE

150

LED

VISUAL TEST OF CHARGING
Figure 3 Visual proof of the capacitor DC charging current can be made using
the schematic shown here. LEDs operate mainly from current and have almost
instantaneous response.

That's the time required for the
charge in the 220 pF capacitor to
reach 63.2% of the supply voltage.
Any voltage across the capacitor
must be subtracted from the supply
voltage to give the output voltage.
So, at turn -on, the capacitor has
zero voltage across it, leaving the
full 1.5 supply volts at the output.

After one time constant of
0.00242 seconds, the capacitor has
0.948 volts, and the output voltage
is 0.552 volts.

After two time constants totalling
0.00484 seconds, the capacitor has
0.599 volts and the output is 0.349
volts.

A capacitor is considered to be
fully charged after 5 time constants.
In other words, after about 12
milliseconds (0.0121 second), the
capacitor charge is 1.5 volts, and
the output measures zero volts.

A VTVM DC voltmeter will show
zero volts across the output of
Figure 2, because the short pulse of
voltage decays to zero volts before
the pointer can move up from the
resting position. A DC scope, or
other fast voltmeter, can show the
short pulse, but your eyes will have
difficulty following it.

Of course, the capacitor charging
can be slowed by increasing the
Figure 2 capacitor value, allowing a
VTVM or FET meter to follow the
changing output voltage.

For example, I first tried a 150
microfarad electrolytic, but stopped
the count after several minutes,
when the output voltage remained
above 1.5 volts. Another capacitor
(marked 10 microfarads) required
about 80 seconds before the VTVM
reading dropped to the 1 -time -con-
stant voltage of about +0.95 volts
on the 1.5 -volt range. Also, a 0.1
capacitor dropped to the same volt-
age in about 1 second. (Digital
meters are not suitable for tracking
these large voltage changes.)

Or, you can do an interesting
(but uncalibrated) visual experiment
using an LED as the indicator,
since it has instantaneous response.
Wire the circuit of Figure 3, which
includes a convenient way of dis-
charging the capacitor. The LED
flash, when it's switched to charge
position, begins with full intensity
and rapidly dims over a period of
two to three seconds (depending on
the individual components). The
capacitance must be very large, be-
cause the LED has a low resistance.
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Passes current when charged?
Reid also wrote, "In your expla-

nation of why we should read (the
battery voltage) between points A
and B, you state that a capacitor
passes current until it becomes
charged. Not so.... no current can
pass until the capacitor becomes
charged."

Probably the preceding informa-
tion has convinced Reid already. In
addition, I could refer him to the
textbook charge and discharge
curves of voltage and current with
capacitors. Instead, let's consider
the schematic of Figure 4. If the
capacitor actually is charged al-
ready (as Reid evidently believes),
its voltage MUST equal the battery
voltage, but have the opposite
polarity. Therefore, the voltages will
cancel, leaving zero volts between
points A and B. So, if a resistor is
connected from A to B, no current
can flow.

As we found from the informa-
tion and experiments just given,
capacitor current DOES flow
strongest when the capacitor is
uncharged, and it diminishes ac-
cording to the time constant. Per-
haps I should explain that a VTVM
connected between A and B of
Figure 2 actually is reading the
capacitor current by measuring the
voltage drop across the internal
resistance of the VTVM. Please
study the schematic.

Thanks
Mr. Reid, thanks very much for

the questions and taking time to
write.

Incidentally, a number of tech-
nicians objected to the previous
quote because I said the "current
flows through the capacitor." Their
point is well taken, if you define
current as being a flow of electrons.
However, I don't define current
that way, so my model is not in
jeopardy.

Question About A
Practice Question

Allen Daubendiek of Beatrice,
Nebraska, sent in a query about a
question in one of my CET Practice
Tests. The question is repeated
here.

Question: In the circuit of Figure
5, which of the following would
most likely occur when the base of
Q1 is shorted to the emitter of Q2?

continued on page 42

A
0

CHARGED -
CAPACITOR 7-

,7ERO

VOLTAGE

, ZERO
RESISTOR

CURRENT

B

CHARGED COUPLING CAPACITOR HAS NO
OUTPUT VOLTAGE OR CURRENT

Figure 4 In answer to another dissenting opinion, it's true a charged capacitor
has full supply voltage across it. Therefore, a charged capacitor in Figure 1 or
Figure 2 would give this equivalent circuit, which would not ever allow any
output current or voltage. Perhaps the reader was confused by voltage and
current that can be drawn (discharged) from the two leads of a capacitor after it
has been charged.

Figure 5 What actions occur when the base of 01 is shorted to the emitter of
02? Arrows show "conventional" flow of current.

V --0-

INPUT

SIGNA

R1

R2

PRACTICE TEST

21

R6

Z2
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PRACTICE THEORY

GOLDEN MEAN

WHERE ARE YOU ON
THE "GOLDEN MEAN?"

Figure 6 Aristotle's "Golden Mean" applies to technicians, who also operate most efficiently when they have equal
amounts of theory and practice. Where do you rate yourself?

Technical notebook
continued from page 41

(1) Transistor Q2 would be de-
stroyed. (2) Very heavy collector
current would flow in Q3. (3) The
collector of Q2 would become less
positive. (4) Transistor Q1 would be
cut off.

The answer in the Practice Test
is given as (2). That answer is
wrong! The correct answer is (4).

Mr. Daubendiek correctly rea-
soned the following circuit action:
 Since the emitter of Q1 is
connected to the emitter of Q2,
shorting the base of Q1 to the
emitter of Q2 is the same as
shorting the base of Q1 to its own
emitter-the forward bias is elimi-
nated, along with the Q1 C/E
current.
 This reduces the current in
resistor R, thus decreasing the
emitter voltage.
 Reduced Q2 emitter voltage in-
creases the forward bias, the same
as a more -positive base. Therefore,
Q2 conducts more C/E current.
 Increased conduction by Q2 re-
duces its collector voltage, and with
it the Q3 base voltage of Q3.
 Less positive voltage at the base
of Q3 decreases the Q3 C/E current.

Daubendiek has an excellent
grasp of bipolar -transistor theory.
There is an important point to be
made here. Mistakes sometimes
creep into printed material, even
after the many times it is proofread.
Therefore, if you don't agree with
some fact (and you have not
overlooked an important point),
then please write to me about it!

I'll be glad to exchange informa-
tion with you. But there's one
exception. I don't respond to sar-
castic or insulting letters. Your
letters have been very professional,
and I thank you.

Where's The Resistance
A pleasant letter from Robert

Saunders, electronics instructor at
the James Whitcomb Riley High
School in South Bend, Indiana,
says in part, "You refer quite often
to the resistance of a capacitor or
inductor." He goes on to say that
the internal opposition to current
flow is called reactance.

Of course, Saunders is correct.
However, in a quick search of the
articles, I couldn't find any such
reference. I would appreciate you
telling me the issue and page
number of any examples.

Practical components have DC
resistances, such as the leakages in
capacitors. Could that have been
the way the word was used?

Editor's Note: In my -past hobby of
designing elaborate audio ampli-
fiers, I made extensive use of a
capacitor's equivalent resistance. Of
course, a capacitor's equivalent
resistance to AC is the "capacitive
reactance," but it is measured or
stated in ohms versus frequency.
Perhaps during the editing, I
regressed to this short cut. In any
event, please show us some ex-
amples, and we will make correc-
tions if the wrong term was used.

The "Golden Mean"
You will remember from your

study of Greek history and myth-
ology that Aristotle was obsessed
with the idea of finding the greatest
"virtue." His approach to the
greatest virtue was called the
"Golden Mean," which is always
halfway between extremes.

Practical applications
By considering theory and appli-

cations as opposite ends of the
extreme, Aristotle probably would
say that a good (virtuous) tech-
nician practices the Golden Mean.
As shown in Figure 6, equal
portions of theory and practice are
required to achieve a balance.

Aristotle's philosophy certainly
has much to recommend it. A man
who has knowledge of nothing but
theory, without any practical appli-
cations, tends to be useless, accord-
ing to his value to employer and
customers.

Once, long ago, I knew a genius
in electronics who was stumped by
a vacuum -tube voltmeter (VTVM)
which would not measure resistance.
This brain had disassembled the
VTVM in a vain effort to find the
trouble. He spent two whole days
analyzing the circuit, but failed to
find any bad parts.

However, someone else had
cannibalized the unit by taking out
the ohmmeter battery! This theory
man was so obsessed with the
problem that he actually redesigned
the VTVM so it worked better, but
he never could make the ohmmeter
function operate.

At the other extreme is a person
who has all practical -application
experience and knowledge, but
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MAGNETIC POLES IN WELDING ROD

Figure 7 Another reader offers his theory explaining the multiple poles measured in a magnetized welding rod.

doesn't know any theory. Such a
person also is worthless. I have
known of anti -theory technicians (?)
who butchered new circuits in
disasterous attempts at repairing
them. Their practical experience
did not (and could not) prepare
them for repairs of any new
receivers.

I once saw a technician installing
an antenna in Akron, Ohio. He
formerly had worked for a friend of
mine, so I knew him slightly. As we
talked, I told him about a class I
was teaching. "I don't go for all
that theory stuff," he said. "The
class wouldn't help me."

I watched in amazement as he
worked. He laid the twin -lead wire
(coming from the VHF antenna)
flat against the roof, taped it along
several feet of drain pipe, and
finally brought it through a
window. My knowledge of trans-
mission lines told me that the
moisture on the line from rain or
snow would give a poor picture.

Sure enough, within three weeks
another team arrived to rework the
installation, particularly the loca-
tion and securing of the twin -lead.
Apparently, this made the customer
satisfied with the picture, because
no other work was done on the
antenna for several years.

Unfortunately, the anti -theory
guy probably didn't get any feed-
back report to tell him of his
mistake.

Tests
When I wrote the CET tests, I

constantly was faced with this
problem of the Golden Mean
between theory and practice. The
association officials and I felt each
technician should know both before
he could be certified. Although I
arranged the tests very closely for
half theory and half practical
experience, the first versions of the

tests were criticized for being
oriented to theory.

To prove or disprove the com-
plaints, we gave the same tests to
some college professors, and com-
pared their grades with those of an
equal number of practicing elec-
tronic technicians. The technicians
made higher scores on the tests,
indicating that the professors, who
undoubtedly were much stronger in
theory, could not answer the
practical questions.

Of course, the test will please
only those who have equal strengths
in both theory and practice. All
others will think the tests are
unbalanced.

Look again at Figure 6, and
mark an arrow on the drawing
where you would rate yourself at
this time. Then, consider whether
you should take action to increase
either your practical or theoretical
knowledge to bring you nearer the
"Golden Mean."

Letters Delayed In Moving
If you sent me a letter, but have

not received an answer, please
forgive me. I have been moving,
and my packing was done by a
young man who works for me part
time. I made the mistake of telling
him to pack everything in boxes,
and then left for several hours.
When I came back, he was just
folding my model of the Hinden-
burg, and placing it in the last box.
All of my correspondence is some-
where in those boxes.

So, if you haven't received an
answer, please write again. That
will be quicker than waiting until
the many boxes are unpacked.

Magnetic Pole Mystery
In the March issue of Electronic

Servicing, I described the unsuc-
cessful attempts of my students to
magnetize a 3 -foot length of steel

welding rod so there is a north pole
at one end, a south pole at the
other end, but no extra poles in
between. When they used a com-
pass to check the results, there were
many NN and SS poles in between,
as shown in Figure 7.

In a letter, Edward Marceau Jr.,
gave his reply. The pertinent parts
are quoted here.

"The answer is basically simple.
As you probably learned long ago
in physics class, a steel bar is made
up of an endless array of individual
magnets (molecules) that are lined
up north and south. Also, if you
have ever done the experiment with
iron filings sprinkled on a piece of
paper, and a magnet held under-
neath, then you know that there are
magnetic lines present.

"Now, back to the welding rod.
(Why this type instead of iron?)
The rod does have continuous field
lines from end to end, but because
of the weak magnetic field present,
and the low sensitivity of your
compass, you cannot detect the
outer field lines. Instead, you are
seeing the inner field lines which
have + and - nodes just like
standing waves in an antenna.

"What is needed is a Hall -Effect
Magnetometer. It's a sensitive de-
vice for detecting magnetic fields,
and one can be built from plans in
the 1977 issue of Popular Electron-
ics Experimenters Handbook, pages
48-51."

Dear Mr. Marceau:
I want to thank you for taking

the time to write. You must have
spent appreciable time thinking
about the problem.

At this time, I'm not going to
agree or disagree with what you
say. Perhaps other readers will want
to comment. Let's hope so. I'll
discuss the subject again in a later
issue.
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test equipment gi

Multimeter
EICO Electronic Instrument Com-

pany has added a multimeter to its
Truvohm line.

general-purpose instrument with 17
ranges. The meter measures up to
1000 VDC and VAC, up to 250 mA
DC and up to 2 megohms resistance.

It features a recessed selector
switch and a 3 -inch meter with
mirror -back scale all contained
within a high -impact plastic case.

Suggested price is $17.95.
Circle (54) on Reply Card

Power Supply
Circuit -testing capability is fea-

tured on the Supplyst power supply
from VIZ Test Instruments Group.

Model WP -707 provides two out-
puts independently adjustable to

0.1V in five switched ranges from
0-25V. The full -load output current
is 0-2A over the entire voltage
range. Load regulation is better
than 0.0750/0 over the full operating
range; line regulation is better than
0.050/0 at full output voltage and
current when the input voltage is
105-130VAC.

The unit has current -limiting over-
load and short-circuit protection;
each output has its own LED to
indicate an overload, and its own
reset button.

Circle (55) on Reply Card

Logic Probe
The IT-7410/ST-7410 Logic Probes

by Heath are designed for in -circuit
testing of TTL and CMOS integrated
circuits.

Features include switch selection
of threshold levels and a memory
circuit.

The probes are said to provide
true logic level detection at high
frequencies (not AC -coupled) and
detect pulses as short as 10 nS.

Power for the probe is drawn
from the circuit under test via two
spring -loaded, insulated clips, and a
ground lead is provided for high
frequency operation.

Circle (56) on Reply Card

Multi -tester
Universal Enterprise's DM100

digital multi -tester features auto-

matic zeroing, automatic polarity
indication, .4 -inch LED display, 31/2 -
digit resolution, over -range indica-
tion, 10-megohm input impedance,
fuse protection, battery test mode
and 25 ranges.

Available accessories include a
tilt stand carrying case, an AC
adapter/battery charger, nickel -
cadmium batteries, and a variety of
test leads, probes, adapters, and
connectors.

Circle (57) on Reply Card

RFI-Shielded DMM
Dynascan has announced a B&K

Precision lab digital multimeter.
Model 2830 is a 31/2 digit AC -powered
unit that also can be used in the
field with the optional battery pack
and features a high -efficiency LED
display with 0.43 -inch high digits.

It has a basic DC accuracy of
0.50/o and autozeroing, auto polarity
and 1000/0 overrange on all ranges.
It is shielded to stay accurate when
used in RF fields, including opera-
tion near business band, broadcast,
CB and amateur radio transmitters.

All ranges and functions are
pushbutton selectable and a built-in
10 -amp current shunt permits the
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measurement of current up to 19.99
amperes (with overrange), without
the need for an external plug-in
shunt.

Voltage measurement capability
extends to 1,000 VDC or 750 VAC or
up to 40,000 volts with the optional
PR -28 probe.

The unit is available with a
10 -ohm range, capable of 0.01 -ohm
resolution. The unit offers a total of
seven ohms ranges for measure-
ments spanning from 0.01 ohm to 20
megohms.

Selectable high -/low -power ohms
permits in -circuit resistance meas-
urements without forward -biasing
semiconductor junctions, and allow-
ing high/low selection on four ohms
ranges. All voltage ranges are
protected to a minimum of +1,000
VDC or DC+AC peak.

The combination tilt stand/handle
permits the 2830 to be viewed from
four angles. For field use, available
options include the LC -50 carrying
case and BP -30 battery pack.

The BP -30 permits 8 hours of
continuous use from one overnight
recharging and can be done while
the unit is being used.

Recommended list price is $235.
Circle (58) on Reply Card

Portable Scope
Tektronix had added a battery -

operated, rugged, lightweight, port-
able scope to its Telequipment line.

The D34, a dual -trace, 15 -MHz
oscilloscope with a single time base,
has major applications in minicom-
puter and peripheral servicing, uPs
trouble -shooting, and video and
communications equipment serv-
icing.

TV triggering allows automatic
lock on to the TV frame at sweep

speeds below 0.1 mS/div, and to TV
line at higher sweep speeds.

The scope also can be powered
up for calibration when open and
will operate up to 4 hours on
internal rechargeable batteries or
can be connected to AC line.

Suggested list price is $1220.
Circle (59) on Reply Card

Frequency Counter
Radio Shack offers the Micronta

Digital Frequency Counter 22-351
for use in making frequency meas-
urements in audio, RF, video, ultra-
sonic and digital applications.

The counter has a 0.6 -inch,
6 -digit LED display with lead zero
blanking. Frequency resolution is
100 Hz throughout the 100 Hz to 45
MHz range, and is protected against
input overvoltage.

Circle (60) on Reply Card

Features of these products were supplied
by the manufacturers, and are listed at no
charge to them. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number
on the Reply Card, affix a stamp, list the
required information, and mail the card.

% WARRANTY!YEARS
EXACT Replacements For

SYLVANIA ECG
Semiconductors

ECG/7 ECG9
100 .94 163 8.10 220 1.90 289 .88

101 .98 164 5.75 221 1.90 290 .98

102 1.04 165 8.95 222 1.99 291 1.99

102A .98 171 1.37 223 2.79 292 2.26

103 1.05 172A .72 224 5.06 293 1.08

1036 1.11 175 1.62 225 4.34 294 1.14
104 1.20 176 2.06 226 1.67 295 2.02

105 2.60 177 .49 228 1.21 297 1.13

106 .80 179 5.69 229 1.06 298 1.13
107 .79 180 6.39 230 3.60 299 2.02

108 .89 181 5.40 231 4.40 300 2.02
121 2.38 182 3.35 232 .70 302 2.80
123 .79 183 3.63 233 .74 306 2.80

123A .79 184 1.37 234 .72 307 2.57

124 1.53 185 1.70 235 3.83 308 7.65

126 1.16 186A 1.46 236 7.57 309K 3.63

127 4.60 1874 1.46 237 5.07 310 7.65
128 1.37 188 1.59 238 8.95 311 2.13
129 1.56 169 1.59 239 3.02 312 1.13
130 1.95 190 1.85 241 1.71 313 1.00
131 1.98 191 2.07 242 1.90 314 7.85
132 1.01 192 .98 276 8.72 315 2.01

133 1.14 193 1.04 278 2.36 316 2.74

152 1.43 194 .82 279 5.85 317 24.20
153 1.85 1954 2.96 280 5.06 318 20.60
154 2.34 196 2.06 281 6.35 319 1.11

155 2.02 197 1.89 282 4.24 320 26.00
157 1.63 198 1.95 283 6.32 321 7.65
158 1.08 199 .59 284 7.35 322 1.80
159 .86 210 1.37 285 7.99 323 3.53
160 1.43 211 1.56 286 5.75 324 3.53
161 .98 218 3.08 287 .69 325 27.50
162 505_ 219 4.36 288 .74 326 .96

 F -A -S -T Same Day Shipping -In Stock!
 FREE Freight on all prepaid orders
 EXCLUSIVE 3 YEAR CONDITIONAL

WARRANTY!
 NO Min. Order -Quantity Discounts Available
 EXCLUSIVE INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT!
 Longer Hours -Mon -Sat. 9a -10p, Sun. 1-7p.

UPS C.O.D. Orders Accepted
--CALL TODAY .. To place your order

Communicaii1o8ns46ef.if. Unlimited
17 Washington St., Rensselaer, N.Y. 12144
Exact Japanese Transistors & IC's Available
T.V.-C.B.-AMATEUR RADIO -STEREO -

MONITORS -ELECTRONIC PARTS

Circle (19) on Reply Card

SERIOUS ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE IN HOME
ELECTRONIC SERVICE?

The Sign of
Professional

Service
es

... a not for profit association
championing independents' right
to compete, and delivering valu-
able benefits continuously since
1950.

NATESA offers low cost group
insurance, discounts on everything
from eyeglasses to motor vehicles,
individual consultation on particu-
lar problems, representation to
government and industry at all
levels and a place to unite to pro-
tect each individual member with
the strength of all.

Send this ad with your card or
letterhead to:

NATESA, Dept. ES
5908 S. Troy St.
Chicago, 11. 60629

0 Membership. $60.00 enclosed.
As our member premium, please
send free . . .

n Practical Business Manual
- OR -

 Service Contract ManualSeptember, 1978



product Pl o.

Moisture Repellent
Chemtronics' industrial -grade DPL

spray displaces moisture in elec-
trical and electronic circuitry.

The spray eliminates moisture -
induced short circuits and leaves a
coating on the equipment that
protects against rust and corrosion
outdoors for six months to a year,
and indoors for well over a year.

Two-way radio repair personnel
rely on moisture repellents for
restoring proper component values
in mobile units which have become
wet during severe weather. DPL
also will help waterlogged engines
get going by spraying damp wiring,
spark plugs, coils, distributors, etc.

Circle (61) on Reply Card

De -soldering Braid
Wik-It Electronics offers an ex-

panded line of de -soldering braid.

Featured is the Tinned Braid and
the Tiger Stripe and Copper Braid.

The Tiger Stripe combines equal
strands of copper and tin to provide
good performance plus the ability to
see the solder flow into the braid. A
new size, .075 -inch, is now avail-
able.

Wik-It de -soldering braid is ultra-
sonically cleaned and manufactured
with water -white pure non-con-
ductive rosin.

Circle (62) on Reply Card

VCR Maintenance Kit
A videocassette recorder mainte-

nance kit for VCR heads is offered
by the recorder -care division of
Nortronics.

Model QM -95 kit contains pro-
ducts required to keep delicate
video heads free of dust, dirt and
the accumulated tape -oxide debris
that can cause snowy pictures and
possibly damage pre-recorded tapes.
Products included in the kit include
QM -103 spray tape head cleaner; a

- --

special anti -static dust cloth; a
quantity of QM -505 celluar-foam
swabs; and a special screwdriver
for removing headcover screws of
Betamax, JVC and other video-
cassette recorders.

Circle (63) on Reply Card

Interference Handbook
Sony's RF Interference Handbook

gives detailed directions for correct-
ing 25 different forms of RF inter-
ference.

Covered in the book are remedies

for everything from common sources
of RF interference, such as CB
radios and commercial broadcasting
stations, to new forms, such as
home video games, semiconductor
"hash" and electric motors and
ignition systems.

Corrective actions for each type
of RF interference are outlined in
separate sections devoted exclusive-
ly to one particular interference
form.

The handbook is available for $5.
Circle (64) on Reply Card

Tool Case
Platt Luggage manufactures a

compact, lightweight polyethylene
case for tools, parts and equipment.

Besides being dent, shatter and
scuff proof, the single unit construc-
tion features a double wall, molded
locks, handle and hinge. A molded
pallet to hold a large selection of
tools is included.

Circle (65) on Reply Card

Experimentor Sockets
Continental Specialties Corpora-

tion Experimentor sockets are de-
signed for electronics, from indus-
trial training programs to beginners'
self -instruction.

DIP (dual inline package) ICs
(integrated circuits) plug into the
face of the breadboard, where each
lead is held in a conductive spring
clip which acts as a terminal and
connects a group of five adjoining
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holes.
Components can be intercon-

nected through the use of individual
terminals directly, or through the
use of jumpers between terminals.

No soldering is required as ordi-
nary solid hookup wire works as
jumpers. Most electronic compo-
nents, resistors, capacitors, diodes,
and transistors can plug directly in,
and components may be removed
from the circuit by hand, without
tools.

CSC sockets are available in five
models, priced from $4.00 to $10.95
per unit.

Circle (66) on Reply Card

Parts Directory
The 1978-79 Tuner Replacement

Guide & Parts Directory from PTS
Electronics has 182 pages of tech-
nical information about TV tuners
and modules, tuner blow-ups, dia-
grams and comprehensive descrip-
tions of PTS products and services.

The catalog contains sections on
module repair, a list of all modules
rebuilt and exchanged, a module
cross-reference guide, troubleshoot-
ing information, a section about PTS
test instruments, PTS tools and
chemicals, and a list of exact tuner
replacements by manufacturer.

The catalog is available through
each of the 43 PTS company -owned
service centers located in major
metropolitan areas.

Circle (67) on Reply Card

Ratchet Screwdriver Sets
Xcelite has packaged two offset

ratchet screwdriver sets for assem-
bly and repair involving Allen hex,
Phillips and slotted screws.

The 19 -piece No. XL -70 includes

12 hex socket screw bits, Nos. 1 and
2 Phillips, a reversible ratchet arm,
a spinner/extension, and a hex/
square adapter bit. It is packaged
in a molded plastic bench case.

The No. XL -75 set includes the
same size slotted and Phillips screw
bits and ratchet arm. It is packaged
in a molded plastic tool kit pouch.

Circle (68) on Reply Card

Industrial Irons
The Weller W and WP industrial

soldering iron series feature multi-
purpose operational use with inter-
changeable tips.

The W60 and W100 controlled out-
put irons offer a wide assortment of
screwdriver -style tips with selection
of automatic temperatures of 600°,
700°, and 800°.

Both are available in 2- and
3 -wire cord models.

Circle (69) on Reply Card

Microphone Holder
Oneida has introduced a self-ad-

hesive mike holder for attaching
mikes to any surface. For metal
surfaces the magnetic back will
hold; for non-magnetic surfaces the
self-adhesive back holds. The holder
will accommodate all standard
microphones.

Circle (70) on Reply Card

Features of these products were supplied
by the manufacturers, and are fisted at no
charge to them. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number
on the Reply Card, affix a stamp, list the
required information, and mail the card.

AND YOUR LOCAL &
STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Send for more information to

APPLIANCE
REPAIR
BOOKS

Thirteen Handbooks written in easy -to -under-
stand language by experts in the service field
with illustrations and diagrams! Acclaimed by
instructors and professionals alike! How to
diagnose and repair air conditioners, refrigera-
tors, washers, dryers, ranges, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, electro-
static air cleaners, RV gas appliances, hair
dryers, motors, water heaters, coffeemakers.
can openers, floor polishers, steam irons, food
mixers, lawn care appliances, electric knives,
electric and digital clocks and many others.
Also fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test instruments and more. Only
$2.65 to $4.90 ea.

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST

Gamit, Dept. ES
5841 W. Montrose Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60634
Circle (20) on Reply Card

You Are Not

ALONE!
FCCIRS

.6,

STATE
GOV'T

411%
OSHA

_ ....

'1118)

LOCAL
GOV'T

EEOC CONSUMER FTC
ADVOCATES

If you think that being in business
makes you INDEPENDENT, think again!

Consumerists and government agencies
are your silent - but greedy - partners;
AND THEIR SHARE COMES FIRST;
even if you don't make a profit.
WELL, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
FACE THEM BY YOURSELF

JOIN NESDA

NESDA, 1715 Expo Lane
Indianapolis, IN 46224
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NOT ALL
COUNTRIES

CAN
CAPITALIZE

ON AN
IDEA LIKE

UNITED WAY.

Every nation provides
basic human services to
its citizens. One way
or another. In this country,
many such services are
still handled in the private
sector, on a voluntary
basis. Through a program
of corporate giving,
plus contributions from
employees, the American
people are doing their
share to insure a better
quality of life for all
of us ...the United Way.

Something about the
way the American
character works makes
United Way work.
Thanks to your generosity
and support, it will
keep on working.

Thanks to you, it works.
fbr all of us.

United Way

MA Public Service of
This Magazine & The Advertising Council

audio systems Ti

PA Horns
Mura has introduced a new line

of all weather -resistant high power
PA horns for emergency vehicle and
marine use.

The horns range in power from 10
to 60 watts and are intended for all
weather applications in stress en-
vironments.

They have passed sea salt and
weather resistance tests.

Circle (71) on Reply Card

Disc Cleaner
Audio -Technic a has added a new

disc cleaning system to its line of
record care products.

AT6012 Sonic Broom is a hand-
held disc cleaner used with AT608
Record Care Formula, an antistatic

cleaning solution.
The cleaning pad is curved to

insure the proper amount of clean-
ing surface contacts the record. The
handle houses a reservoir of the
formula which dispenses the proper
amount of fluid to moisten the pad.

Circle (72) on Reply Card

Hand -Held Power Mike
JMR Systems has introduced

"Clear -1" model 40 miniature power
microphone for CB radios. The
electret-type condenser mike has a
variable gain control and a pistol -
grip shape that allow it to be used
at the steering wheel while the
operator is driving.

A Velcro pad is furnished instead
of a hanger to attach the mike to
any handy surface when it's not in
use.

Suggested retail price is $44.95.
Circle (73) on Reply Card

Portable Sound System
A portable voice reinforcement

system, the Perma Power Voice
Carrier (model S-230) is available
from Perma Power Electronics.

The S-230 offers a six -speaker
sound column; 35 -watt, solid-state
amplifer; and professional dynamic
cardioid microphone. An adjustable
microphone stand is included.

The system is powered by 10
D -size flashlight batteries, which
provide up to 200 hours of opera-
tion. A 120V AC adapter is avail-
able.

Circle (74) on Reply Card

Features of these products were supplied
by the manufacturers, and are listed at no
charge to them. If you want factory
bulletins, circle the corresponding number
on the Reply Card, affix a stamp, list the
required information, and mail the card.
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catalousEurtn
75. Dynascan-The 48 -page BK-79
test instrument catalog features
scopes, frequency counters, digital
and analog multimeters, function
and RF signal generators, capaci-
tance meter, digital probe, semicon-
ductor testers, power supplies, and
two-way radio and television test
instruments.

76. Mountain West Alarm Supply
Company-A 72 -page catalog on
burglar and fire alarm products.
Featured are magnetic door switch-
es, control and bell systems, radar,
ultrasonic and infrared detectors.

77. Atlas Sound-A 2 -page bulletin
providing a concise guide to two
series of professional omnipurpose
indoor/outdoor music loudspeakers.
Also included is a wide range of the
firm's microphone boom models and
accessories.

78. Etco Electronics-A 16 -page Sur-
plus Electronics catalog featuring
parts, components, test equipment,
educational, industrial and consum-
er equipment acquired from leading
manufacturers.

79. Leader Instruments-A 12 -page
booklet describing scopes, audio
system analyzers, multimeters, fre-
quency counters, color bar genera-
tors, and other general purpose
instruments and accessories.

80. Parker Publishing-Catalog of
new electronics titles of interest to
technicians and engineers contains
a wide range of titles including
books on digital test equipment,
reading schematic diagrams, trouble-
shooting and home electrical re-
pairs.

82. Acoustic Research-"Truth in
Listening," a 14 -page catalog, de-
fines the characteristics of accurate
sound reproduction and describes
the expanded AR hi-fi speaker line.
Complete specifications, including
DIN measurements, are provided for
all seven speakers.

83. Electronic Devices-A miniature
catalog shows the line of silicon -
rectifier bridges, diodes, high -volt-
age rectifiers, TV high -voltage di-
odes.

86. Litton-The complete line of
Kester standard solders, flux core
solders, soldering fluxes, and vapor

degreasing solvents are covered in
a new 12 -page catalog. Descriptions
of more than 50 solders and related
items are included.

88. Heathkit-Nearly 400 electronic
products in kit form are listed in the
latest catalog. Among new products
featured in the catalog are a three -
band UHF/VHF scanner, a matching
stereo tuner and amplifier, a five -
function aircraft clock timer, and a
programmable home -heating control
for saving on home -heating ex-
penses. The catalog also describes
automotive and marine accessories,
amateur radio equipment, test in-
struments, learn -at-home electronics
courses, stereo equipment, and col-
or TVs.

89. TRW Semiconductors-Included
in the revised RF Transistors and
Hybrids Product Selection Guide is
the complete line of RF transistors
and hybrids. The 16 -page booklet
(Number 503) contains complete
data for TRW's microwave, VHF,
UHF, linear and mobile -radio prod-
uct lines. It also has package design
diagrams and a frequency index for
all devices.

90. AP Products-Limited quantities
of number 7701 Applications Notes
are available. It is a reprint of the
article "A 555 Tester" which ap-
peared in two electronic publica-
tions.

91. Hewlett-Packard-A new tech-
nical note describes how to use a
frequency counter. Written for the
technician, this eight -page note dis-
cusses how to get the signal into the
counter, how to interpret the an-
swer, and how to keep from
destroying the counter. It also
includes examples, two conversion
charts and a list of references.

96. Mountain West Alarm-The
burglar and fire alarm catalog fea-
tures the complete product line, and
alarm -application information on
system design, installation pro-
cedures, and connection diagrams.

97. Norcom Electronics-"The Ulti-
mate in Antenna Tuning Systems,"
describes isolated -circuit antenna
tuners for CB mobile and base radio
operation. The brochure illustrates
and describes the features and
operation of the firm's "Iso-Tune",
"Back Talk", and "Ultra -Tune"
antenna tuners. El

NEW &
DAZZLING!!!
MS -15 Miniscope

With Rechargeable
Batteries & Charger Unit $318

 15 -megahertz bandwidth.

 External & internal trigger.

 Auto or line sync modes.

 Power usage -<15 W.
 Battery or line operation.

 2.9" H x 6 4" W x 8.0" D.
WESCON BOOTH #1507

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
Originator of the digital voltmeter.
Box N, Del Mar, California 92014
Telephone (714) 755-1134 TWX 910-322-1132

Circle (21) on Reply Card

Electronic Servicing
Advertising Sales Offices

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Home office, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212;
Phone: (913) 888-4664

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Chuck Homer, P.O. Box 175,
Greenlawn, NY 11740;
Phone: (516) 757-7863

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Helen Hull, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212;
Phone: (913) 888-4664

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA
John MacKay, 2680 Bayshore Frontage
Road, Room 102, Mountain View, CA 94043;
Phone: (415) 961-0378

LONDON, ENGLAND
John Ashcraft & Co., 12 Bear St.,
Leicester Square, London W.C.2, England;
Phone: 930-0525

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND
John Ashcraft & Co., John J. Lucassen,
Sloterweg 303, 1171 VC-Badhoevedorp,
Holland;
Phone: 2968-6226

TOKYO, JAPAN
International Media Representatives, Ltd.,
2-29, Toranomon 1-chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan;
Phone: 502-0656
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IT'S NO PUZZLE
TO ORDER

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
FON TV -RADIO 8 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA.
UTAH NOW AT YOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS
4040 N NASHVILLE AVE. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 601534

Circle (22) on Reply Card

NEW TUNERS
NOT universal or customized. NOT seconds,
culls, dogs, or oddballs. Only $24.95 for ANY
new tuner. Over 5,000 in stock including Philco
TT192.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-433-7124
TEXAS TUNER SUPPLY

4210 N.E. 28th St., Ft. Worth, TX 76117

Circle (23) on Reply Card

limarketplace
Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35
cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge $3.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for
forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufac-
turers unless used and no longer owned by the
manufacturer or a distributor.

For Sale
REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES -DEALERS ONLY.
Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-S-89633 etc. 16.95,
Magnavox 361380-1 18.95, Sylvania, GE etc. 14.95
to 19.95. Request for price list on your Letter-
head. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665 Jericho
Turnpike, Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746.12-76-tf

TV & RADIO TUBES 36c EA!! Free color catalog.
Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego, California
92105. 8-76-tf

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS, CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA-
TIONS! Parts, equipment stereo, industrial,
educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items
unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog. ETC0-011, Box 762,
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901. 6-78-tf

MOVING TO FLORIDA? TV SERVICE AND RENT.
AL BUSINESS FOR SALE ON FLORIDA'S WEST
COAST. DOING S40,000 -S50,000 PER YEAR. ALL
REASONABLE OFFERS CONSIDERED, ALSO
BUILDING AVAILABLE. CONTACT: MR.
SOTHERN, 1-813-535-2026 AFTER 7 PM OR
WRITE: 1834 SUNRISE BLVD., CLEARWATER,
FLORIDA 33520. 9-78-tf
TUBES -RECEIVING, Industrial and Semiconduc-
tors Factory Boxed. Free price sheet including
TV, Radio and audio parts list. Low, low prices.
Transleteronic, Inc., 1365 39th St., Brooklyn,
New York 11218. Telephone: (212) 633-2800. Toll
free: 800-221-5802. 5-78-12t

SEEKING ORIGINAL JAPANESE TRANSISTORS,
IC'S, FET AND DIODES FOR CB, TV AND
STEREO REPAIR? See our full page ad in this
issue for listing of parts and prices. Write or call
TOLL FREE for our complete list and compare
prices. FUJI-SVEA ENTERPRISE, Dept. ES, P.O.
Box 40325, Cincinnati, OH 45240. Nationwide:
(800) 543-1607. Ohio: (800) 582-1630. 8-78-4t

R.C.A. T.V. & STEREO Sales & Service. Well
established 70K Gross & Growing Northern
California Retirement Community. Electronic
Servicing, Dept. 518, P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66212. 8-78-3t

OBSOLETE, HARD -TO -FIND TV and Radio Tubes.
We have several thousand, most in original
cartons. If it is available, we have it. Send stamp
for complete list. Same day service. Garrett's
P.O. Box 2055 San Diego, Calif. 92112 8-78-2t

B&K ANALYST, sweep marker generator-both
brand new with cartons, books, cables, slides-
$400 each. Leonard Elgart, (212) 85 9-81 31
Evenings, Brooklyn, New York. 9-78-1t

For Sale (Cont.) Professionals Accredited
EARLY SAMS' PHOTOFACTS sold individually,
quantity. Also Rider's, Supreme, manuals. Beit-
man, Box 46, Highland Park, IL 60035. 9-78-1!

Business Opportunity
MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDU-
ALS-BUILD ELECTRONIC DEVICES
IN YOUR HOME. GET STARTED IN
YOUR SPARE TIME. $300 TO $600/WK
POSSIBLE. EXPERIENCE NOT NECES-
SARY. WRITE FOR FREE LITERA-
TURE. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT
LAB., BOX 1535A, PINELLAS PARK,
FLA., 33565.

8-78-tf
SAVE HUNDREDS; dependable, quality Head -
Ends, V/V, U/V Converters, Camera Modulators.
Factory prices. Send $5.00 (or business card).
Box 809, Boyton Beach, Fla. 33435. 6 -78 -9t -EOM

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN SPECIAL, Homer,
Alaska business Sales & Service in Marine,
Mobile, and Home Entertainment. Franchises,
Test Equipment, inventory Xtra. Aprills' Realty
(907) 235-8759 8-78-2t

TV TECHNICIAN! Increase your income up to
$60,000 yearly. Rent -lease -sell TVs new -used,
even from comfort of your home. Basic Prelimi-
naries $4.00. Perry's N Leasing, Box 1407, Santa
Maria, CA 93456. 4-78-6t

COLORADO T.V. FOR SALE: This Denver T.V.
Sales and Service Shop earns owners over
$35,000 annually. Located in fast growing area,
owners selling due to move out of state. Price
$100,000. Call Ken Fairchild, Century 21, Michael
Shinn & Associates, Toll Free 1-800-525-8573 or
303-759-2100. 9-78-1t

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI/FI!! Take over a money
making electronics sales and service business.
Prime main street location in a growing Montana
mountain resort town. A great place to make your
future bright under the big sky. $35,000. For full
details contact C Mor Real Estate, Box 957, Red
Lodge, Montana 59068. 9-78-1t

Help Wanted
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS-MOTOROLA, lead-
er in two-way radio communication, presently
has openings throughout the U.S. for technicians
and supervisors experienced in the installation
and maintenance of communications systems
(two-way, paging, microwave and CCTV). If
interested in good salary and excellent fringe
benefits send your resume and geographical
preference to: BOB CLENDENIN, MOTOROLA,
COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRONICS, INC., 1821
N. Office Square, Room 200C, Schaumburg, IL
60196. Equal employment opportunity/affirmative
action employer. 7-78-3t

ENERGETIC HIGHLY SKILLED television tech-
nician to manage service department. No war-
ranty or sales. Strictly C.O.D. Gross C.O.D.
service over $100,000.00 per year. Busines estab-
lished in 1949. Whoever qualifies will also inherit
business in three years. Send resume. Samson
Electronic Co., Inc., 591 Stone Rd., Rochester,
New York 14616. 9-78-1t

Wanted
SAMS AR MANUALS -206 thru 254-State condi-
tion and price in first letter. Bill Walters, P.O.
Box 78, Nevada, Mo. 64772. 9-78-1 t

Education -Instruction
REPAIR TV TUNERS-High Earnings. Complete
Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks, Many Plans,
Two Lessons, all for $2. Refundable. Frank
Bocek, Box 3236 Enterprise, Redding, Calif.
96001. 8-76-tf

ADD $12 TO $25 AN HOUR to your business
income by installing and servicing CB trans-
ceivers and antennas. To find out how you can
cash in on this additional income, call us toll
free at 1-800-654-6785 and ask for details on
Section 2 and 3 of our repair course, or write: CB
Radio Repair Course, 531 N. Ann Arbor, Dept.
ES -098, Oklahoma City, OK 73127. 9-78-3t

PROFESSIONAL BACHELOR DEGREE...earned
with 4 or more years of Electronic Business
Management, Sales, or Servicing Experience. For
FREE information write: EBERT PROFESSION-
ALS INSTITUTE, Box 1651, Dept. R., Columbia,
Missouri 62501. 5-78-6t

Advertising Services
ELECTRONICS TRADER-The "instant" way to
advertise to sell or locate parts, manuals,
hard -to -find goodies of yesterday & today! Ads in
by Wednesday airmailed US/Canada Friday!
Results possible by Monday! No quicker service
anywhere. 7 issues $3.50; 24 issues $7.50. One
ad free with subscription. Try it, you'll like it!
Electronics Trader, Folly Beach, SC 29439.9 -78 -it

advertiserfr 0117
AIWA America, Inc 25

B&K-Precision Inside Back Cover

Communications & TV Unlimited ...47

Dielectric Communications 8

Dynascan Corp.,
B&K-Precision ...Inside Back Cover

Electronic Devices 37

Fuji-Svea Enterprise 5

GTE Sylvania Consumer
Renewal Inside Front Cover, 13

Gamit Enterprises, Inc. 49

General Electric Co.,
Tube Products

Master Appliance Corp.

NATESA

NESDA

Non -Linear Systems, Inc

Oelrich Publications

Oneida Electronic
Manufacturing, Inc 33

Optima Electronics 1

PTS Electronics, Inc. 37

Projector -Recorder Belt Corp. 25

RCA Distributor
and Special Products 6-7, 22-23

Sencore, Inc. 2
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TV Tech Specials 19

Texas Tuner Service 8

Texas Tuner Supply 52

Winegard Co. 26-27
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MODEL 467
ONLY $298

with a B&K-PRECISION CRT Restorer/Analyzer
B&K-PRECISION Restorer/Analyzers
test and restore CRT's faster than you ever
thought possible, with fewer callbacks.

Restoration is so reliable that you can
actually guarantee results! Tests have
shown that 95% of restored CRT's func-
tion as well as new tubes!

Eventually every customer's picture tube
will grow weak or fail completely. By using
a B&K-PRECISION 467 Restorer/Analyzer
you can greatly increase your profits while
performing a "feat of magic" in the eyes
of your customer...and every customer
is another reason why you should have
a 467.

The 467 Restorer/Analyzer is ideal for the

Start earning extra profits today!
See your local distributor
for immediate delivery.

active service shop where time is most val-
uable. Its exclusive patented TriDynamic-
test method lets you and your customer
see the performance of each gun on its
own meter, simultaneously. Computer -
derived digital circuitry tests all three
guns of a color picture tube, in pro-
grammed sequence, twenty -times per
second.

Also from B&K-PRECIS'ON, the 470
is a value leader and designed to be a
profitable investment-even for part-time
technicians. The price is only $198. Resto-
ration is fast and safe, because automatic
restoration timing prevents costly cath-
ode stripping. The 470 uses the same
powerful restoration method as the 467.

:4KPRECIS/0111

467 EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
 B&K-PRECISION TriDynamic- multiplex
technique to test all three guns of color
CRT simultaneously, under actual oper-
ating conditions  Measures beam current
that actually passes through G1 aperture to
screen  Unique computer -derived digital
circuitry for accurate results  Tests focus
electrodes lead continuity to catch faults
that other testers miss  467/470 FEATURES:
 Uses the most powerful restoration meth-
od known for best results with minimal
danger to CRT  Removes shorts and
leakage to save more CRT's  All CRT's
checked identically-including "in -line"
and "op -le -gun" types for accurate results
 Obsolescence proof: perpetual set-up
chart updates and new adapter
development

DYNASCAN
CORPORATION

6460 West Cortland Street, Chicago. Illinois 60635 312 /889-9087
In Canada: Atlas Electronics, Ontario
International Sales: Empire Exporters, 270 Newtown Rd., Plainview, L I. N.Y.11803

Circle (2) on Reply Card



Now fro 11111111)

One numbering
system of exact
Siand selected
semiconductor
replacements
for the ind

212-76

It's the closest yet to an all-purpose line
of semiconductor replacements with one numbering system.

II Covers not only Zenith exact replacement
devices, but also the most popular types in the industry.

A great money-maker, too!

 Eliminates the need for duplicates. Reduces you inventory.
Reduces your total investment. And many of Zenith's high -quality devices

are priced lower than those from other sources.

non, f you haven t already, to
Zen th Universal Sernicolductors and see how well

your shop shapes up. Your bottom line, too.

"our Zen thdistr butor is standing by to help you

For our own reputation and in your
customers best interest. alwa.is spec ly Zenith

exact redlacemen! parts arcs accessories.

pith the atest Zeirh Uridersal Sem conductor
-oss-reerence gu de cm-aining ower -30.000

.3-oss-re-erences

:all him non!

121-Z 9000-.A

:/5
The quality gees tri before the r ame des o

Zenith Rad o Corporation Serviz a, Parts & Accessories Division / 11000 Sey-nou- dhentie Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
Circle (3) on Rep y Card


